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A dependable newspaper, dedicated. four

—square to the best interseats of Calloway
Cainty.

New Series No.976
them.
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WAR?
By
WRIGHT A. PATTERSON

COMPLETE COVERAGE EVERY WEEK
OF ALL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS

Murra

Kentucky, Thursday- Afternoon June-12, 1941

Murray High Band Wins TEN HOUR LAW
FEMALES TO
Third Place at Paducah FOR
BE ENFORCED

Calloway Countian
Celebrates 64th Year

'
- Vol. LXI; No. 241

CHURCH VOTES TO
PROTECT PRESENT
LIBERTIES

Solving Diversified Farming
Problem in Calloway County

The Ledger & Times is being
mailed for one year to City Attorney Zeb A. Stewart of Corbin,'Ky.,
as a birthday
rrom his brother,
iT IS possible by the time this
Manning Stewart of Washington.
The congregation of First Chrispiece is printed that the shootD. C. .Mr..Stewart celebrated his tian Church, Murray, heard their
ing may have begun. America
64th birthday on June 7.
pastor, Chas. C. Thompson, Sunmay be an active participant in
He will .be remernbesed here day morning preach on "What
the holocaust that will then enwhere lie formerly lived, having Shall We Preach to a World at
circle the world.
practiced law, served as county Warr Using the text "Fight the
attorney and also was representa- Good Fight of Faith". the pastor
Regardless of whether Or not we
Stating that numerous complaints tive of Calloway County. He mar- stated that the church, like the naas individuals approve of America's Murray High School band, under
have been received in recent weeks ried a, Murray girl, Miss Jessie tion must decide what course to
entry'into the war, and regardless the direction of -Harlan K. Inglis,
follow with reference to the war.
of alleged violations of the Ten Hay, daughter of Mrs. Jim Hay Is
of whether or not we approve of director of music, is pointing
it to be neutral? Can it isolate
Hour Law for-Females employed in .and Mr. Hay, deceased.- Mrs.- Ed itself
the_IMI we fint in if and-edses-thri proudIst-tn-the statuette on disfrom the struggle? Must it
Filbeck
is
a
sister
of
Mrs. Stewart
Commissioner
industry.
of
Industriplay
in the windows* Wallis Drug
first shot is fired, it will -he-AmerIn view of the nature of the' idealwhere they often visit.
al
Relations
marrow
W.
C.
today
store
for
third
place in the anica's war-our war, ismse.involved, thrdw its weight
asserted that vigorous prosecution
nual Strawberry Festival at Padubehind endangered Democracy?
When that time cornea. there is cah Saturday.
in the courts will be instituted by
Following the sermon the conthis Department in such cases.
but one thing each of us will think
Murray High School .band wore
gergation balloted on the questions:
of and will plan for. That is to its new unifrom of
The law, on the statute books
I. Shalt the preacher make the
West Point
In an Interview this week with
win We will forget all argument, Cadet design with colors changed
since 1912. limits the hours that a
church a refuge from the war, conRudy
-Hendon. president of Callo.
woman
may
be
employed
in
any
all the criticism. We will stand to Black and Gold, school colors,
tinuing to stress the doctrines of
gainful occupation other than domay- - Connty Farm Bureau, a reshoulder to shoulder with our gov- for the first time at the Saturday
peace and assurance?
mestic service or nursing to 10
ernment and our armed forces. We celebration and competed with
2. Shall the preacher join the
porter of the Ledger & Times was .
hours in any one day. "In my
will do all we can to defeat the bands from this entire section of
Word, was received ihere this crusade to end ihetpagan doctrines..
fortunate to secure the cooperaopinion." declared Burrow, "the
Kentucky.
of
dictators?
enemy. That is the way of dame.
tion of Mr. Hendon with this paper
law sets a reasonable limit of hours week by Elmus Beale. secretary
3. Can you suggest a third
Garnett Hood Jones was druni
to bring to its readers a specific
racy.
for women.-and it is the intention of the Murray Chamber of Com- course?
merCe,
major for the occasion and Jane
that
reconstruction
of the
story each week 'of one individual
of the Department to enforce rigidAmerican newshas
ba spite of the fact ,that Rev.
-papers pMee. of
Ors and Sarah Ruth Rhodes were
Olive Boulevard would be ,held
fanner of Calloway who,is deftly that limit.
In s- tich a tonfIld-Es very majorettes.
.
T
up because of,,the, lack of WPA Thompson spent the major portion
nifely doing Constructive things ort.,-There is nothing'new about this Ilaor at present.
definite. It is the newspaper that
of his time presenting the work of
hisasniTlisiftillii
-liscrease hit
Plans
way
are
to
under
have
statute
as
it
has
been
a
part
of
in
each
leadership
will
prhvide
,
the leaders of the church in their
come- 'and increase the value' of
Beale wa,s assured by the'
the largest aggregation in the hisKentucky
law
for
almost
30
years:
efforts
to
will
maintain
leadership
peace;
that
community, a
citing
his land.
tory -of the school for the coming
In - view of this fact, there is no Slate Highway Department, how- the work of the "Minister's No
.- insure a united people-one great - year. The second band is conMr. Hendon states thatithese inreason why .every employer in the ever, that sufficient funds • are War Committee", which has sponL
COZ
B.
national family imbued with one tinuing throughout the summer
HARLAN IL INGLIS
dividual cases will bs" chosen at
Commonwealth should not be fa- available and have been earmarked sored mass meetings wit)?'Senators
purpose.
and Director Inglis. a graduate of
Calloway
throughoat
miliar with it in every detail. for the job. as soon as the WPA Wheeler and Nye, Colonel Lind.I. B. Cox of Valdosta. Ga.. who random
Therefore, I have directed the Is. in position to cooperate. Mr. bergh and others, E. Stanley Jones' will assist Dr. Frank Pack, evange- County among bqita tenant farmers
Sacrifices will be called for and Murray State. expects to compete
proper persons in the Department Beale states that he is keeping close Sexen Point .Program, the peace list, as sOng leader and director- of - miff owner-operators and from both
the newspaper will encourage the In all band contests the coming
year
as
well
AS place on the field
to .institute court proceedings in,check with the authorities and will _resolution of his own denomination. personal service _work dtiring the large and antail farms and will
people of its community 10 make
for the football season a smartly
any violation' which they may'de all possible to get action as at St. 'Louis, recently,
the congrega- revival at the Eihurch of Christ touch on all phases of farm irn!.
those sacrifices for America. There dressed, snappily drilled and
mitickly as possible.
find"
well
•
tion voted 48 per cent to join the which will begin Sunday.- June 15, proven)efit and diversification:
will be work to do and the news- playing organization.
Asearding_bildr. Hendon's ideas..
--eonfliet-againsi- Hitler-ism 116 per-is. well-known to Murr
paper will encourage the doing of
purely -tocat personalized sure
cent voted to kee01 the church Olit touncling communities,
all such war essential jobs that
eys will afford, a wealth of inof the war; 22 per cent expressed
Mr. Cox has been highly - sue
Charles A. McCuiston. 58 year old
America may live. There are many
formation
over a period of time'
themselves
undecided; 4 per cent cessful in this work and the p
resident ad the Concord district,
things the newspaper can.-ind_WilL
arid vrtIr 'encourage-- -a-- Arislatig•Sdanered II third courie-Plneer Re Is-Cordially intliter to 'dropped
noon
Tuesday,
do to help America win,
rieighbortiness-with is View of exbeing the Suggestion made.
thisseeries of meetings w
June - 10, from a heart attack at his
am* • idestr-arsel -stiggeatione.-- • •
These things were -amply deinIt would seem lies..._Thoinpson...ba-leskl-tieice
home. Mr. ItcCuiston had bean ill.
is high. time, Mr. Heiden said. that
stated,- -that if this opinion
is 7:45 in the evening.
for
wtieri-EiriFf:"
three years after an acour folks in Calloway look upon
shared "by other Christian/G-0mi
tive life here in the county._______
tea Was a participant in the
farming as a business and a big
the church will not follow their
World War of that time. The
4iie is survived by' his wife' and
leadership
business.
peace
at
Our government is emthis
time: that
two sons, Frank C. and Hansford
newspapers, .an
especially the
-Use:- church is ready to join the
phasizing the great place In -AmeriB. McCuiston, both of Detroit; twocouniry newspapers, did their
can business .agrieulture is playing
conflict. To quote on comment,
ensters, Mrs Wallace BilUCUM, and
part.
and will COntinue to play to an
'This war is a reality, We cannot
Mrs. Thad Edwards, both of Deeven' greater extent as the world
hide behind the church. Force is
Herbert Hoover would tell you
troit: two brothers, Willie and Earl
rampant.
conditions change.
We Christians must
"
that country newspapers played an
McCuiston. and four grandchildren.
make
The
a
stand
before
incipent drougfft has' been
the world.
The first article in She series ap` -important 'tote in making, the food
Mr. McCuiston was very active in
Our
preachers
relieved
in
practically
must
lead
the
all
wag.
dispears in this issue of -this paper.
program_ the success that enabled
-church work, being a member of,
bearing
our'
banner
tricts
of
Kentucky
and
against
has
been
the
It is the stery of the dairying acthe Sulphur Springs Methodist
us to feed our allies in -Europe.
Asia. If they do win, we go back
thoroughly broken in a greater Church.
complishments of young Robert
Geeeral Crowder would have told part of the state.
to `plifteritsin. It is up. to our
Heavy rains
Craig of Hazel. This is indeed an
funeral.
tit _tQ4
/11. Witb.
you -while -he lived that country retrying from 1.0 to 4:0- inches
leaders,to keep 4AS- inioraied''. Ang - tnteretew=f1Iled 'with
the
H. L Lax officiating and.
other commented: "A third course
gewspapers had a• definite plain
yisIted, a wide north-south belt withRev.
POtential information and advantthe'
Churchill
Funerdl
170:11*,
ewes
possible,
btft
i
tshow
too late-'
1K popularizing and explaining tile through the center of the state this of Murray, in charge
ages to ethers interested in dairywe must fight". ••••
draft law and helping to _mato it weak. A •reintall of 185 was 1wing. Dairying, Mr. Hendon said, is
-Rev. Thompson's- own comment
o
here
in
Calloway
the
first
Members of the State Nutrition and should be a big objective in
work successfulit.
was: "The Churt41---can- -never en- Committe*. met in 1113rleld. Satur- C-atloway but must be
three days of this week
only a part
Senator Glass would tell you how
dorse war.---at the best it can only day, June 7, with representatives of a complete farm
Top row-left to right: Cyrus D Allen, James'Cathey, Joe
Most of the Purchase and loHal
program. Other
greatly country newspapers con- calities eastward across the lbw.suffer iVas a traglr necessity".
Stewart, Jack Norsworthy, Leon Winchester, James Chaney.
phases
Purchase
for
of
the
of
counties
all
divorsification
will fol.
tributed to the success of the Lib- er Cumberland need considerably
purpose of discussing the organiz- low. I personally urge all my
Bottom row-left to right: Ethal May Paschall, Marion
Murdock,
drives.
Loan
erty
more rain to completely relieve
ing of County Nutrition commit- fellow farmers whether members
Barbara Nell Harris, Mildred Dunn. Levonnr Rhodes, Miss
Rachel
tees. Miss Myrtle. Weldon. head of of the Farm Bureau or not to folThe Red Crags, Y.M.C.A , Sat- pastures
Wells Overby, county attorney. Rowland.
Corn
has
made
rapid
growth
Home Demonstration Work, dis- low these constructive articles and,
vation. Army. Knights of Coiu
suffered severe bruises Monday
The above group, merribers of the 4-H clubs of Calloway
cussed the better nutrition -through- furthermore. I invite all to sugn- since the rain. Transplanting , of when the car in which he was rebus, all of the organizati
Comfit",
tobacco is about three fourths
gtst subjects and 'farms you would
out Kentucky.
gaged in war activities, depended done. Farmers are pushing this turning from Birrninghain. Ala represented this county at Junior week in Lexington. The trip was
"There are two kinds of hunger- like to have reviewed, Mr. Hendon
upon country newspapers as a final stage of the work under fav- shielded on a slick road just out- made possible by local merchants and bulginess men. Complete story
'hollow hunger' or actual lack of said,
On first' page of Farm Section.
medium through which to obtain orable conditions. Repainting has side Springyille. Tenn.
food, and 'hidden hunger' or lack
Mr. Overby was returning from,
-the needed support of that 50 per been done since the rains, Stands
Mrs. Lois Waterfield. Woodmen of vitamins and minerals." stated
cent of our people who are living obtained through replanting and Birmingham after,having accomirtle district_ manager In Jack.
- Miss
Florence. Imlay', nutrition
le
and
•ssa Purchase, will leave June'20 specialist front- ther-IIniversity of
the nalter cities and towns, by setting during the shower
Loui
'
se
Pa.rksww.ho
h eilos.bacbayre
to attend the fiftieth anniversary Kentucky and a member of the
:REGISTRATIONAT
on the farms-rural America. periods have been satisfactory.
eelebrition of the Supreme Forest State Nutrition committee. She
Water supplies have been re- the Overby child. Miss Parks VFW
Editors and publishers of, and plenished for a considerable
Woodmen Circle, Omaha, Nebr., stated. In her discussion on school
time returning With Mr. Overbey and
workers on. America's country especially in those districts in also suffered minor bruises.
Jupers,22lunches that of the 43 per cent of
The car was returned to a local
newspapers did a job in 1917-18. greatest need.
Mrs Waterfield has won this trip selectees not meeting physical reMurray garage. through her eplendid record of quirements most -of- them were due
and they will do it again if and
business written, having secured to improper diet during childhood.
when the shooting begins. They
-- 4
•
Since Pleasant Valley and East the full quota assigned her.
will forget, for the duration of the
Other speakera were Miss Zelna
a..
beginning
Since
her
work
Registration
for
with
the
Shannon
summer
schools
seshave
Monicie,
assistant
been
state
conleader
in
'they
partiienship.
will
- war, all
sion at Murray State College will soildated with the New Concord this fraternal benefit society for' home, demonstration work. and
. think and act'Ike_ their country.
women and girls. Mrs. Waterfield Mrs. , Pearl J. Hook, specialist in
begin Monday morning. June 16, School, the Iwo frame buildings his
.They will aerve. and the service
been assigned seven different
Four more Calloway County with classes starting Tuesday morn- will be auctioned June 18. These quotas -and each time has exceeded food and nutrition from the Unithey will render will be essential
Sunday, morning at the 11 o'clock
versity of Kent:Laity.
draftees leave next Thursday, „Tune
In Arrierisa's success. Regardless of
ing, according to college authori- two buildings were acquired by the her quota. In recognition of this
Those attending from. Calloway' service at the First Baptist Church,
19, for a year's ,service with -Uneleopinions. it will be
splendid
record
she
TVA
but
has,
as
a
gift
were
to
the
beer
turned
County were as follows: '
Paul Fox.- young people's worker
Murray State's Alumni Associa- Sam's forces. The four are James ties.
individual''
America's 61.4r and ANNUS comes tion.
County Board of Education. Also from the society. a Legion of
and singer_ for the Fox and Fox
in- -its-anaual ...banquet here
No information as yet pertaining* the .South Hoseard Scheid bending. Honor Pin bearing the Immoral. T. C. Amen, superintendent
first In every American newspaper Wednesday night. June 4. relected Clifton Thurmere--enrence Henry
ittoors:
ttrs.
C
S.
Lawry,
Mrs. A. evangelistic team, will open the
„.
offiee.-Reprinted from .111Ir Pub- its officers for the following year Perry, Dainel Brotdcs Boone. and to the number ef students expected which was consolidated with the 7.
F. Doran and Mrs. Foreman Qra- campaign. Dr. Arthur Fox, father
Edwin Miller Thurmond.
has been released but the enroll- Lynn Grove schools last year. will
In
further
recninin of her
lishers Auxiliary of June 7.1941, They are: Adron Doran. Wingo,
of Federated' of Paul. and .the preacher will arThe present set up at the local ment is expected to be as large be placed under the eame-illeticer outstanding record by' the national ham, in
Woman's Club: E. L. Brown, Mur- rive to start Monday. Paul will
president: Dent's McDaniel. Clin- selective service office is turn- as previous summer Sessions.
• Editor's - Note-,
office
and
also
her
state
of
Kenray State College: Mrs. G. C: Ash- also.speitit_at the evening services.T. C. Arnett, superintendent of
ton. . vice-president ,and
Mrs, Mg out questionnaires it .11 'rapid
Dean Nash announced earlier in county schools, made the above tlry, she. with the Region Banner craft. president of Training School
WILL.W1 11111YRT-.'—
George Hart, Murray, secretary- rate and the local board is' NMI- the
ma letter received by Dr. Sarh
is
to
join
Mrs
DuBose
of
week
South
that
during
the
summer
paper,
to
this
today
announcement
Of
Mother's Club: Mrs. Hub Dunn. P. Martin. pastor, Dr.'Fox stated
Of course we will serve. We,
treasurer.
plyihg with all requests.
Carolina
term
with
the
American
Flag
revised
courses
of
will
study
stating
class
attendoffice
in
the
certifying
changes
of
county
WP
the press at Calloway. will serve- . Candidates for future election be
he was just Winditur up a very
be offered in order to allow stu- nee would begin with the fall in leading the Eastern-Group of Dr. A. J. Outland, county., health
and serve to the best of our ability ballot were nomjnated- to serve
successful campaign and many addents to complete_ttleir college edu- term. He further. Stated that,sebool nine ss
_
department.
and
Mrs.
Outland;
on
"the
executive
board were as
ditions were Made to the church.
--with a prayer to the Great Leader
Waterfield
erfield also appears-is Mrs. Hansferd Doran,
*Hon in three years, including officials were looking for heavy-enpresident of
for guidance. These are trying follows:
the Kentucky Flag bearer in 50th County Homemakers Organization; He elated that he was looking forsummer melons. •
rollment the coming term.
Class
of
1928.
W
B
Moser,
Muriimes. In a world seething with
Anniversary Pageant. __ Also as Lady Ruth - Marine: Merton MuT.- ward to a real meetieg in Murray:
ray; Mrs. Carl Townsend. illicit-Dr. -Tex was for years a leader
Reader for the Eastern Region dock and Leon Winchester, 4-H
hate, we individually must do our
man.
stint. She win extend greeting Clubs: Miss Elaine Ahart. area in.- pastorate work before leaving
pert to keep that balance, harmony,
Class of 'V. Virgil Waggoner,
from Kentucky to the sister states supervisor for sewing project in that field to become an evangelist.
and unity that brought us original- Wbeatcrott; Miss Mildred Hatcher.
of her region and will open the WPA: Miss Rachel Rowland, home Since entering this field he has
ly the great American way of life. Pad ucah.
been highly successful.
•
field workers' meeting with a talk. demonstration agent:
report...*
here
wed-that
three
Class
of
Indi'28:
B
_Austin,
Mrs.
A.
The Press, yes, Eftelt-each
of service during lhe "re-------irdtendance at this national Cochran. county agent.
Army
engineers
have
been
making
Murray:
Matt
Benton.
Sparkman,
viva'
will
be
9:30
a. ni.--15'd 745
vidual, has a solemn duty and obmeeting is to be some 2500 memClass of '29: W. Z. Carter, Mur- surveys in Graves County, _inp. m with the 30 minute special
ligation to his country and to his
bers. .
cluding areas of Wingo and Cuba
ray:
Covington.
HkTand
Boyd,
service
conducted
b_.y*.Paut Fox.
Waterfield
plans to join a
fellow man. We must build anew
• MM.
Class of '30: J. C. Maddox. Lone in the southern section -and Lewes
oung 'Mr."Tax exerts, great effort
group of friends for a short vacaa fellowship hi whidh our own selfand
Fancy
Farm
in
the
northern
Oak: Dr. Hal Houston. Murray.
In the behalf of the young of a
tion in Denver and. Colorado
ishness must give way in a measure
Class- of '37: Gaston Taylor. xectien, for is auitable site for a
church family and In especially
Springs, Colo, following this meetthat we may better sense the spirit- Alamo. Tenn: Mrs. Myths Ber- munitions plant of some $.10.800 000
gifted and cdhsecrated in this
She will return home 'and
uel and human values of life- ry. Reidland.
proportions
Under consideration
The Pipe 'BMW baseball team work.
,to her work about July 1.
will meet the fast Dover aggrethat freedom and brotherly Idee
Class of '39: Buford Hurt. Mur- also is a site nem. Cerbondale.
Dr. Arthur Fox hal an unique
Irolicationt are that the_Graves
gation Sunday afternoon on the technique all of his own in prewill net perish from this earth.
ray: Pat Wear, Murray.
'
County
site
is
favoi-able
but nothing
Bluff diamond. Hillman. Lyons, senting the gospel of Jesus Christ.
Class of '41:-DeweY JoneS, Bendefinite has been reported from
newly named manager of the Zest church officials said.
ton: Carl Walker, Providence.
Government
sources.
RepresentsSite
Club, announced today.
'The principal speaker was Dr.
The publie is invited to hear this
Mansiger Lyons. who replaces great team no matter %tenet ties
LEDGER & TIMES
R. B. Chrisman, Memphis, Tenn. tives of Graves County interests
Otis Eldridge at' the helm of' the or denomination you belong to,
Others on the program were Pres', are at preterit in Washington conDRESSED IN NEWLY
Bluff' team as the latter recently Dr. Martin stated.
dent Richmond: J. C. Maddox; By- terrine- on this project
moved to near Cherry Corner, said
ron Pennelsaker,
,
ATE
DESIGNED NA MEPI
The Vanehan Quartet composed that his club was slowly roundiq
of Cecil Patin, Rudolph Howard, Into shape and should be "hitting
. Believing in "advertising," this
Irby Palmer. Ray Collins and its peak about mid way of the
„newspatier Is -taking this...method
Charlie Friar at the piano.'have playlAit season.
of "telling the world" about
undertaken a complete'schedule
CallowsrecCounty! The adeantThe
beginning Friday. June 20, when
agree 'of Kentucky Dam_Diversi- . The Murray Lumber- Companf NationalKentucky branch of the
Federation of Poet Office
they anpear at Lynn Grove. at
field parming. Fine Tobacco's and the Calloway Lumber Com- Clerks
will hold (heir convention
Cencettsi
Saturilliy.
June
21,-moving
Murray,..Hom
of Radio. Our
pany announced today that these in Louisville June 19.
20. and 21 at
Remember Sunday, June
'Sunday to the big singing to be
Homes, Murray State Teachers two firms would close each Sat- the
Kentucky Hotel with Local No
held at the college and closing
College with its cultural back- urday at noon throughout the sum- 4 as the hest
15.
is "Father's Day" - this
tour
by
The
Murray Democrat, edited by
appearing Monday of
ground. We are proud to place
mer months.
The program arfinged will rug. ,eIMOODY B. C UNNINGHARI •
the 23rtrat the Murray High G Kirby Tenningit, former manakDad
the name "Ledier /it Times" in
know what he means to
gist of the usual business sessions
School.
The evangelistic team. Dr. Jenkins editor of a local newspaper.
this substantial' setting and
N. Trimble. of Wickliffe. his and entertainment.- L. C. Hendon,
This
quartet
made
its
has
been
initial
bow
last
receiving
you
week.
on
this day. In
ins,
preaching,
and
Moody Cunpledge our every effort toward
daughter. Mrs Henry Newton, of local poet office clerk, who is ptesfavorable comment wherever they addition to this publication, Mr.
PR. JOHN D. JENKINS
an even better and more pros- St Lonis. apd Mies -Ada T. Hig- Merit. will preside.
ningham. song leader, of Memphis,
have appeared and large crowds Jennings is operating a job printperous Calloway.
gins. of Clayton. Mb. visited with
Several clerks from "this section Tenn. will open a revival Sunday the First Methodist Church of are greeting their every
appear- ing department in his plant on
friends in Murray Sunday.
evening, Aim 8, at 7:45 o'clock, at Murray.
are expected to attend.
ance.
Maple at Seventh.
.
•

Trophy on Display
at Local Drug
Store

Band Director

Commissioner States
Lax Use of Law
Is Prevalent

Song Leader

To Tiff of LO "
Farmers Who Are
Making,Farms Pay

Boulevard Work
To Be Delayed

1__

HENDON, FARM
BUREAU CHIEF,TO
ISSUE AR11CLES

Charles McCuiston
Funeral Service
Held Today-

4rers Attend Met at Lexington

DROUGHT BROKEN
DURING1AST
WEEK IN COUNTY

-

NUTRITII GROUP
MEETING
YfIELD

Crops Show New.
Life After Rains

ws-

Experts Discuss
Plans for Forming
ICounty Committees

Or"
'

or

or

Overby Is Hurt
When Car Skids

ft

CAiilete-Altunni
Pour More -Draftees
Reelects Officers To Leave June 19
For Coming Year

$30,000,000 Plan '
able For
Graves County

it

Nstrict Manager
Wins Trip To
Omaha Office

COLLEGE STARTS
MONDAY

4

FOX AND FOX
OPEN MEETING
HERE SUNDAY 1::i

!School Auction
Will Be Held
Wednesday, 18th-

Father and Son
To Be Speakers

vangelistic Team

Bluff Niiie to Meet —
Dover Club Sunday

ing

Vaughan Quartet
To Appear In
County Soon

Two Lumber Firms
to Close-Half Day-

POst Office Clerks

Iroid Convention

:-

Murray Democrat
Enters Local Field

Father's Day N.,
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THE li./..1)t,ER & TI MT, IIRIERAY;.jEgIiITUCICY

THURSDAY, JUNE

12, 1941

'

- The

PubRtmOmopidir

I

AMAZE
A MINUTE
SCIENT1FACTS
Alf

relieve • English • VealoalterThe Commwton 8-15° 831- 1
purchases
an
ARNOLD
merchant
N y
by DR. JA. OUTLAND
as Army
cha3eson
t 28County Health Officer
sgs and' ordered Atlantic
gRIENDSHIP BOUNDARY (LINE
anetilf
Ceost line ship °genitor*
nti
-ketitittkili Greatest Weekly Newspaper"
A hot, sultry day. 'hardly a soul
srpruEs
LOCAL WATER
to'Make available 50 per cent of 'SANITIZING
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P. Barton, Mr. and Mrs. Will BarANNIVERSARY
One of the happy events in Hazel ton. Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hendon and
this week was Mr. and Mrs. L.-F. family,- Aberdeen Richards and
Vaughan's celebration of their sister, Miss Jeane, Mrs. I. A.
fiftieth wedding anniversary on Douthitt and son And daughter, A.
W. ,Rhodes and daughter, Mrs. C.
Sunday, June 8.
•
This splendid couple held open W. Vaughan. Dr. and Mrs. Doran,
all
of Sedalia; Mrs. J. A. Austin
house at their home in NorthHazel from 2 until 6 p. m. Many and daughter and son of Miami,
people in Hazel and other points Fla., Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood
called at the home to extend their Crouch, Mr. and Mrs. E. Boyett,
ongratulations and express their and M. 0. Crouch of Lynn Grove;
Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Thurman and
ood wishes.
Mrs. Amanda White of Murray; Mr.
Much 'of their married life has and Mrs. Chas. McLean and Mr.
been spent in Hazel and commun- and •Mrs. Clyde Vaughan of Memity. They have been splendid cit- phis, Tenn., Mrs. Eva Gibbs and
izens in many ways, but the out- daughter of Murray, , Mrs. Boaz
standing work by their Ryes' has Gibbs, Logan, W. Va,. Mr. and
been their dettatiOn to• the MUM
Regenald McDaniel and Mr.
of the Lord and their loyalty to and Mrs. A. Wells of Elm Grove.
their church.
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughan have three
Religious setvices were held at
follows: Paul Vaughan
3 o'clock in the afternoon with children as
of
Los Angeles, Calif.,'Mrs. Mary
Paul Daily in charge of- the pro_Austin.
Miami,
Fla., ar_ut Mrk_MO,ngram. Scripture reading and praySteely, of Hazel.
er were given by Rev. J. H. Thur- cieThe
day's activities 'were
,
'
-BOnman of Murray and the sermon
far the occasion was delivered by eluded with prayer by Laymon
the Rev. J. E. Skinner of Jackson, White.
Tenn., who is now serving the
Hazel Baptist Church as pastor. Miss Gallimore Is Hollered WI*
Birthday
Party
,
The congregation sang "The Land
Miss Velma Dean Galtimore was
Where We'll Never Grow Old" and
1 "God Be With You Till We Meet honored with a birthday -arty at
her
home Saturday afternoon, June
I Again" and a shecial song, "Will
the Circle Be Unbroken," was pre- 7. It was her thirteenth birthday.
sented by W. H. Miller. 011ie MayThose present were, her grander, and Mr. and Mrs. Jake Mayer. father and grandmother, Mr. and
Out-of-town visitors for the oc- Mrs. Jimmie
Atkins, Ptrryear,
casion included the Rev. J. E. Skin- Tenn., Peggy Sue Shroat, Murray;
ner and daughters. Miss Ona and Betty, Vinell and Margaret Galli-
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Jane, Hal and Tilford Underwood.
BareOft, Billy Biley,-Charieb
Lester McSwain and Mrs. McSwain
Bonnie Mae Brannon, Phyllis. Mary
Elia and Beulah Paschall, came
and games were enjoyed.
Later in the afternoon marshmallows, crpckers, cookies and cold
drinks were served the guests.
. The honoree was the recipient
of many lovely gifts.

J. D. Rains, Jr., from Camp
Wallis, Tex., has been in Hazel
recently visiting his brother Prof.
and
Mrs. Eicie White of Parisi spent
Saturday and Sunday in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. H. O.- Brandon
and mother, Mrs. Bettie Clanton.
Mrs: Amanda White of Murray
spent 'Sunday in Hazel as the
guest of relatives and friends. She
was the _dinner guest of the Turnbow family.
•
Bro. A. C. Moore filled his regBaptist MIssionay Society Meelh
ular monthly appointment at the
Tuesday Afternoon
Methodist Church in Hazel Sunday
The Woman's Missionary So- morning at 11 o'clock and in the
ciety of the Hazel Baptist Church evening. at. o:clock.
afternoon at the
met Tuesday
L. Robertson of Murray was in
church and held the Royal Service
program at 2 Welock. Mrs. Pouf' Hazel Sunday afternoon.
Alsey Cooner motored to MemDailey was in charge of the prophis Wednesday and visited mils
gram.
tiyes.,while there,
- The tcipic for' discussion Was -An
Mrs. Nellie Pigue of Paducah was
Urgent Gospel-Night in Europe": in Hazel last Thursday to visit
Hymn, "Jesus Saves"; the devo- with friends.
tional was given by Mrs. Dailey;
Mrs. John McLeod and daughter.
Mrs. Grace Wilson, Miss Libbie Monelle, left ;Monday afternoon for
took
Wilson
Lela
Mrs,_
James_ and
Hot Springs. Ark_ whets they will
part in the discussion.
spend a few weeks visiting their
After the program, a business daughter and sister, Mrs. Paul Hill
session was held with Mrs. Wil- and Mr. Hill and family.
Mrs. Nellie Pigue, Paducah,
son,. presLdent, presiding.
Mr. and
Following the singing of "How visited icL the home
Mrs. Ben' Moore recently.
Firm a Foundation." the closing
Mrs. Dessil West and children of
prayer was given by Mrs. W. B.
North Hazel are visiting relatives
?dilstead.
and friends in Cottage Grove,
Tenn., this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Macon Erwin and
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Robertson,
Mr. and ,Mrs. Claude Anderson Murray, spent Sunday in Hazel as
Solon Gibson* Hate, -.111Eldshipifilm, South American Admirals and the
were in Paducah Friday night to the guests of Mrs.
Alice Jones and United States Naval Academy, An- parade given for them with a coni:"
attend the Strawberry Festival. family.
napolis,
will be graduated in June, plete. inspection of the entire acadMr. and Mrs. N. R. Doherty And
Mrs. Frank Bray was -in Paris one year ahead of his schedule in emy.'His main pride was the factchildren of Little Rock, Ark., spent last week as the
guest of her chil- order to take his ',place as ,pn En- that the Academy was being enthe, week-end in Hazel_ as
a
dren.
sign in Uncle San's rapidly ex- larged with two additional wings
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Au
Mrs,
0.
El. Turnhow-and pending -Navy • '-'----- , - - -Wend
to give lin increase' to 3500
''Leitifineins and MettlerB.
Jr..
and
Misses
Eva
Lee
0.
son.
Mr, •and Mrs. Perry Chunn Of Peery, pearl
Midshipman Hale, or Solon to shipmen over the present accomThompson
and
Mrs.
modation of 2600. The work "has
Plano, Ill., Mrs. Mariam Guest McH. I. Neely were in ,Paducah Fri- his many friends here 'in Murray, naturally been increased in order
Kee. of Fort. Worth. Tex., were in day.
is 20 year of age, having- attended
to
comply with the turning out in
Hazel _recently-fir viiit their father
High School and finishausLbtrs..•W. B. Jones and 'Murray
and grandfather, Mr. Mark Chunn. daughter, Mrs. Richard Terrel
ing his las144
year in high school as three years what normally takes a
and
full four-year course.
But he
John Melvin Morgan of the daughters
are in Fleming, Ky., this a cadet in C lumbia Military Acad- stated that no Midshipman minded
United 'States Army is. M Hazel week visiting Mr. and Mrs. Rex emy. Col
ia. Tenn.. when the
this extra wark as they realized
MINERALS AND
to visit his father, Pleas- Morgan: Jones and' daughter.
. - above picture_ _was taken- He.„ist It WOUld bring -elich one nearer to
Bro. A. C. Moore filled his regMiss Alice Outland has gone to the- son of Mr .and Mrs. Vernon their goal, an officer in the fleet.
.-11014NA1URAL FOOD FLAVORS
sear 'monthly appointment at South' Bruceton, Tenn.,- to wit Miss Ruby Hale, local merchant, and has made
Pleasant Grove Sunday at 11 Lee Piejsley.
Young Hale still finds time to
an enviable 'record as a student at
,.,
o'clock.
indulge in track wed* which 'is
with
• •
A. H. IikLeod is confined to his the academy.Bonnie St. John and Charlie Meiji
not
quite his.goal as he remarked
In' in • interview
Midshipman
with rheumatism.
he still had the burning ambition
Keen were in Paducah Monday on
Mal: Calk Russell of Chard is Hale stated that there was little
business.
in Ileaeleahla weels-se Use guest-of ctiecussion of the crisis as the main to play football. His leave home
wilt be cut short as, he must re-,
- Mrs. Grover Chariten-arsa-bitten
Olde-Vireatherford portion Of the day Is liken up In
by a. poison. snake -last_itreek-and
actual preparation 'for wartrer.pozt.back at. the school July il ,to
famtlyfor
was rushed -to the hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon James and the doing of the day's routine one resume work for graduatIOn, In
They report she is
treatment.
son of Puryear, Teen., were Hazel was living it instead of talking. He June.
getting along' nicely.
visitors Saturday afternoon.
spoke of the.........
recent visit of all the
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Lassiter
Mrs. A. R. Hicks and her ,son,
were Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
Rob Roy Hicks and little son, BobMrs. Cole.parents. Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs.-Orvis Treas.
bie of Illinois, who are visiting
,
Lee
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Vaughn, Mr. here,
motored over to Murray
We are having plent of rain in
and Mrs. Charles McLean of Mem- Tiresday afternoon to
Jesse
Mrs.
Latilbore
Is
on
the
visakrelatives
Chicago. It is raining today -Wad
ph4, were in Hazet-IbundaY as. the
sick list this week.
-and friends.
the weather is very c'ool.,
guests of relatives.
Mrs. Will Harris Of Nashville, • Everard HickS1 of Murray was
Mrs. Heston Paschall of near
Bray and daughter of
Lynn
Mrs. Willie Linn, Miss Evelyn Linn in Hazel Tuesday afternoon,Puryear, Tenn., has been visiting
Florida spent a few days last week and Mrs. Tom
Williams, Murray,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Marvin
Jones
were her son, Thomas Paschall and faM.In Hazel as the guests of his were' Sunday afternoon guests of
In Paris. Tenn., Tueiday shopping. ily of West Madison
While here
mother, Mrs. Frani( Bray, and his -Mrs.
Ifiee get the right Sosegyeay
Wm. Mason and Mrs. R. it
Mrs.
•
Jack
Newport
Mr.
and
she also visited dertie At
• and
brothers and sister.
-•
Areas knee .S4oresd.--Oaros
Klee*.
were rri Hi/LW-Tuesday on busi- ,daughter Rubye Iltainnan,
"Mfs.Olga -Kelry Treeman.,-aad „Rob
Roy
Hicks,
Iir.7-ga
iaiao-.eioie.•-aim
-iab heat.
ness.
Brent Hart of Puryear. Tenn., is
Mrs. Dumas Clanton Were in VIP sbri Bobbie of Quincy,are
Telticati last Wednesday-Shoppirtg.-- spending a. few days
Mrs. Pollye .Pritchett of Paris in Chicago looking for employwith his
ment.
Mr. end Mrs. James Littleton of parents. Mr. and Mrs. R.
0
71
R. Hicks. spent last Sunday In Hazel as the
Mrs. Gertie Atkins has Just reKnoxville, Tenn., are in Hazel
.Cook complete mod Oat
J: P. Phelps is in Detroit, Mich., guest of her' daughter, Mrs. Mary_ turned 'home from_a three weeks'
spending their vacation with home this week on business,
Wilson and family.
people in Econoungi Orriarir
visit with hew brother, mother and
folks.
Mrs. Wm. Hull ahd daughter,
Tommie Lawrence of Gleason,
-for about I cent.
Artie Jones is ill at his home in Barbara and Ann of Sherveport, Term., is in Hazel this week as sisters of Puryear. She also was
the guest of Mrs. Cellie%•Atkins,
East Hazel.
Lk, Will arrive in Hazel Wednes- the guest of his aunt. Mrs. Aubrey Clinton Atkins, Murray, Luther
Mrs_ R. F. Maddox returned day where they will be the guests Simmons and Mr Simmons.
Parker and Lucian Hart and famhome last night after visiting for of her brother, 0. B. Turnbow and
Contrail/big True-Temp Oven
W. D. Kelly and daughter. Mrs.
a few weeks in Brownsville. Bruce- Mrs. 0. 43. Turnbow and family Olga Freeman and sons, eGorge ily of near LYnn Grove. She reby Single Dial. Balanced
ported
a nice trip. ,,,,,le...„,
ton and Paris., +Wenn., with her for a few weeks' visit
and Jimmie. are spending their vaHeat autornalically mainJulia 'McGrane-has just received
children.
focb•Cos
Soltch
cation
tip
in
the
Sof
Morris
Caldwell
is
confined
to
mountains.
Sio•I•
Exclus•••
word .of the death of her sister
tained.
, Mrs. Barchel Dorron of Chicago his home with illness.
Oofefoollicfil y
Me. and Mrs. Hafford Carlton in Dublin, Ireland, who. passed,
of st,...ts of, hoof
is here
visiting
relatives and
Mr. and Mrs. John Moore were pf Detroit. Mich.. spent last week away last March. The news came
-• •
friends.
as the guests of Mr. and Mrs. W.las a great shock to 'her relatives.
in Murray Saturday on business.
-Mr. and Mrs. Loren - Putnanr
andliiirs. Guy Caldwell spent D. Steely and Mr. and Mrs. John They have our deepest sympathy,
Start and stop oven autoTHIS BEAUTY
Bowling Green are spending their the week-end in Somerville, Tenn, Carlton of Murray.matically with Timer Clock.
.®down vacation....heret_and Jo MurritYTWith visiting their -daughter, -Mrs.-- Bari Mr. arid Mrs. Mable Simmons Sergeant Euel Atkins of Camp
FOR ONLY
Lee, Va . will stop ever in eh**
(Extra on some models.)
,
their parents.
of St. Louis. were week-end guests go
Rogers and Mr. Rogers.,
to visit his mother, brother,
Visitors in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Gurlie White L*14
0
and of Mr. and Mrs: W. D. Steely and and sister en route to a camp in -1
Mrs. Roy' Hicks Suridey were MP' son of Pennsylvania and Mrs. Mrs. Otis Jackson.
I Tennessee. He has been at Camp
NEW MODELS
NOWI
and Mrs. Dan Jackson of Martin, July White Moore and baby of
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Otttland
Tenn.. Mr. and Mrs. RobirS Jenk- Pennsylvania are spending a few were in Nashville Wednesday and I Lee since March 17,
ins and son. James, Mr. and Mrs. days in hazel as ,,the guests of Thursday. They were accompanied
Marshall Hicks of Cottage Grove, relatives and friends.
by Mrs. Jack
and children I
NOTICE ..
- - Teen.
Will Jones. Route One mail car- who have • been here for several Starting Saturday, June 14,
,Dr. and Mrs A. H. Allis and rier, has been on the sick list for months as guests of relatives.
the Murray Lumber Co. and
children of Providence. Ky., we're several days. Miss Ann Herron had as their
the Calloway County Lumtri Hazel over the week-end as the
Tuesday evening
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Ellis of dinner guests
t. aril
guests of their mother, Mrs. Min- Detroit are visiting their patents; Miss Catherine Adams of St. Louis, ber Co. will close their yards
nie White and daughter Miss Ver- Mr. and Mrs.
offices at 12 noon each
I
" Gyeaf101460•10;re
Duncan Ellis and Mr. Mo.. and Misses Elizabeth and and
na. and other relatives.
Saturday during the summer
Hazel Jones.
and Mrs. Dumas Starks.
A large crowd attended the
funeral of Mrs. Arthur Flippo last
...•
Thursday afternoon at Sinking
Spring.
R. W.-Greene of Mayfield was in
Hazel Tuesday on business.
Tfft 11,051.9 011011.J SO OM .--Mrs. Myrtle Williams, and little
--7
,
-------...7
--daughter, Barbara, are in, Detroit
for a few weeks' visit with relatives-and friends.
•
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Weatherford
were Murray visitors Sunday.
Mrs. Genie Grubbs was in Mur;
ray shopping Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Cole and
family of St. Louis, Mo., were here
last., week-end as the guests of

-

ON SUMMER LEAVE7
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Watches by Itulova, Elgin, Hamilton_
Pen & Pencil Sets - Diamond Sets
Silverware .
West Side Court Square
—

AILEY

THE JEWELER
NO. -40••

THE NEW

sinDEBAK

a

'SKY-WAY" SERIES

_ Sets Loc-at,

_

341EW STUDEBAKER
AUT(ilkfOBILE.4--.

PROTECT

SOLD IN PASt 72140URS
IN THIS" DISTRICTi-

-

SEE THEM TODAY AND YOU
WILL KNOW WHY!
,
• -4-

STUDEBAKER

Chicago News

103 E, Main St.

-

Miimpray, iCy.

Atone 400

at.

REMEMBAR...

•

0

c;C

$10

i

7

HERE

PURDOM
HARDWARE _

whin

School aiuses

ocktoRs ..,,r-_,r-.4I

•

-, SANDERS

_

JESUP

e

a
111°'

., .
ON WEbNESDAy, JUNE 181941
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Readiski'Maira-lroa
— Frown?
Befter look - after your eyes!

Cia-

the 'Calloway County-Board of &hies-.
-tion will well at public auction thoiollowOroPcrtY.:

Tb•South Howard School House and
Onf acre

A!teltivi _,. -:._.-s.-.- • ..
.
. . ._ Long Distance MOVING
..
CALE OR AvRrrE

AN

DRs
. ..
Nashville, Tennessee

. —

TRANSFER
STORAGE
COMPANY

The East Shannon School House at
3 o'clock.

.109E T. PARKER
Registered ' • «
OPTOMETRIST
At Parytr's Jewelry Store

•

•
•-••••••••1111.010

-2 '
- ••••••

.

-

•
•.„

_

\ The Board
, of Educatiqn reserves the
1-16 reject any a-n-a-all bids.
•
T. C, ARNETr, Superintendent
Calloway County Schools.
•

••••

..•-••••••••••••••••‘-

)-(01 know, your Dad is a pretty aSrell guy, and as-tong as you're going to give hIm Some- thing for Father's Day, you want to be sure's.
to give him something dud
realty like.
Just in case he's-like some Dads we know---:
kind of.. hard_ 413.- pkase—why don't, you,..J.et
him pick out his own present? You can get a.
gift certificate here for any amount you want
to spend, from t1.00 up. and Dad can use it
for any of the thousands of things we've got
here that he likevies-a swellidva-,-and Dadli love it. Get him a gift clficate now!

'WELCOME
TO OUR NEW-LOCATION!
dlgri
gou caw
shim-trrcumfort-tteref..
mot,
-Pttevir
the ram; now tajgarry.a complete line oLmTTT
furniahinga, sad W1Pre doing it, Just you drop II
-and see-the-afteactive-and attracthtehe-pneed': - -

SLACK SUITS

SPORT SHIRTS

Ease and style
combined.

Zepbyr light And
cool!

NECKWEAR

SPORT SOX

'That.snakeli yon cool
14:0 look at it!

Innt---the thing 167.
summer occa4enay

SHORTS

,BELTS"

Brief, cool, comfy!

and summer jewelry

;

..

•

oi•••••••4•160••••••••

•

•

a

At.

'•"

of land at 9:30 o'cloCk.

The Yleassint Valley School Wouia-at
—130 o'clock.

If you frown and squint when you
read, it may be a sign that your
eyes need attention You owe it to
yourself to have them cared for.
Crime in today for an examination.
•

May We Make This Suggestion: -4-,

• MURRAY'S STORE FOR MEN
NEXT TO THE VARSITY THEATRE

_

•

•
•

--*

••••

•

•

•

•••••

•
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r„and 4trs.
-11radon
Frosts to Post *rice
orce _
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Recent Bride

•

.
•
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•
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r
-*MissTarryEntrerttnle Miss Jones Becomes Bride of).Miller
At Breakfast In Home Ceremony
-Social-tirdeistiar

f

.___.

__. -_ai_
_

Miss SIfultz Honored
- ,Guist at_..Parties

Mrs..*Great._Miller
• Arts,
EntertaussAnd Crafts

-

orthwestern . - -

0

Euzelian Class..ffas
Buffet Supper ---

ifsjTupfiaI Parties
-mpliment
tss Jones

floss -Weds Robtes Parker
•

••

-'-

4

0CA,I_

a

BeautAl.•in its simplicity %I'S.
••••••••••••••••••••
4
Miss Hazel Tarry enfiertatned it
• The wedding of Miss Gracie
the Wedding_ ,of Mise Dorothy
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Miller, of
•
breakfast at_her home list MiuraNelle Jones, daughter. Of Mrs.
and
Hendon
Mrs.
Mr.
Carnie
, Mc!.
Kath&n...-Shultz.- daughter -"of'
Springfield, Tenn.,- are spending the
.
=Ening_
Irene
honoring
Miss
Butterworth Janes. and
-Calista
were
hosts
last
Thursday
to
memThomas
Shultz.
Mrs.
and
Fred
and'
suet-trier with Wel mbther, Mrs. is.
Daughtery of Harrodsburg and the
Charles -Clanton Miller, son of Mr. B. Keys,
bers of the Post Office force at i
adieaure Williams which was solemnMr. Miller has been atteachers
of
Murray
High
School.
beautiwas
Miller,
and
Mrs.
Gress
buffet supper. The lace covered
tending law school in Vanderbilt
ized at ten-thirty o'clock Saturday
o'clock
ten
solemnized
at
Covers
were
laid
for
Miss
fully
Daughdining table was bountifully laden
Monday. Jane 16
University, Nashville, while Mrs.
'morning. June 7. at the First Baperty, Mrs. Rosa Lee Ripley of PaThe Monday afternoon bnidge Thursday morning. June 12. at the Miller has been librarian in Springwith delectable dishes, and small
tist Church with the Rev, J. T.
The Missionary Society of the
on field for
mother
bride's
horrie
ar
ducah,
Miss
the
Frances
Sexton.
Miss
with
meet
the
garden
placed.
will
Mrs.
in
were
Carlisle
club
tables
the past year.
Lewis of Hopkinsville, grandfather First Christian Church met on
Margaret Graves, Miss Kathleen Cutchin.
South Sixth street. The Rev. J.
where-the guests were seated.
-. of thebride reading the single ring Iiaeaday afternoon. June 3. at
Mrs. Lucille Lawson, of Houston.
JenkiniCread the impressive
Patterson.
.
Mack
Miss
'Lucy
Lee,
Mrs.
t.
enjoying the hospitality
home of Mrs ,Ira Morgan with
Tuesday, Jane 17
Bun Crawford. Miss Gracie Nelle
single ring ceremony in the pres- Texas', is spending this week with
Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Siedd.
Wear and
Mrs.
The altar was bankid with palms Miss _. Reubie
Jones. Miss Mary Lou Outland,
The Circles of the Women's So- ence of the immediate families and her brother, H. L. Pryor, and Mrs.
/
Mrs
Max
Hurt.
and'
Mr.
and
..
Pryor.
_interspersed. with floor baskets of Charles Williarnsop as co-hostesses.
Mrs. Turn Rowlett. Mrs. John Row- ciety of Christian Service haye a few close friends.
Zelna Carter.
and
and the
Miss Ruble Waatuim, of Farm-pink and- blue larkspur. __
_Mr. -, Mrs.
their meetings
until
postponed
,
•.__.___
Miss
Lula
frte
airs.. iiisairaison`, presided and
Clayton
Beale,
Miss
The improvised altar before the
and Mrs.
re"' - au'
'
s- "
Meadow Huie, Miss Geneva Out- Monday. June 23. Announcements fireplace was formed of palms, ington, as visiting her sister. Mrs.
wi wea".- with -van- toridueteif\--tW Special service for Slack
'
'
- 4 was-"
- chawe
and Mrs. C.
Waldrop.
Mr
Era
Slaughter. on South 18th Street.
colored sweet Peas'
,
4 Mr,
Glee Jeffrey.
,
land. Miss Myra Bagwell, Misses will be made later.
the installation of new officers a re
cedar and honeysuck/e, and tat'
and Mrs.
Mrs. C. C. Duke has returned
Mary and Ruth Lassiter, Mrs. J.
Preceding the . 'cereinony -Mimi- -as itilkriis-:" Miss Rath -Ashmore, Layman Neale. Van Valentine.
white floor baskets filled with home after a , ten days' visit .with
B. Wilson and the hostess.
of the white gladioli. On the mantel was
Members and
guests
Jane Sexton, organt.O. softly play- president: Mrs. R.•l- Wade. vice- Gene Hendon. Charles Waldrop
• • • ••
United daughters of the Con• placed a seven branched candelabra her sister, Mrs. J. D. Brooks, in
ad "Liebestraum" by Liszt, and To president: and -Mrs. 0. B. Boone, and the hosts
MacDowell.
Miss
have
secretary
federacy
•t in which burned tall white tapers. Memphis.
a
banquet
and
will
by
treasurer.
Rose"
Wild
a
Rev. Charles C. Thompson and
seven p. m. at the Woman's Club .The piano and console -table were
Eleanor Gathn rendered two voThe devotional was led .by. Mrs.
house. Reservations may be made banked with greenery, and held family were in Tullahoma, Tenn.,
- rat -acitm-0-13roanse -me': and RI I.- Wade Wang as - het- subject
-by calling Mrs. Fred Gingles or burning tapers in antique candela- the first of the week, visiting his
- -r-1--Love You Truly:" Miss Sexton "The- Churchs'^One Foundation."
The Etizelian class of the First Mrs. Wesley Waldrop. The topic
brother, who has been ill for some
played Bridal Chorus from Lohen- Mrs. 0. B. Boone gave a paper enbra.
'
baptist
Chureh
had
a
buffet
supper
time.
discussed will be "Democracy Can
grin as the processional and Men- titled "Carry On", and Mrs. GatRobertson,
Kathleen
wearing
Miss
-Monday
_evening
at
the
home
of
Live."
• deissohn's Wedding March as the lin Clopton's aubje5t was "Our
Dr. and Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Jr
pastel blue crepe with a shoulder
Mrs. Vester "Orr with Mini Hazel
recessional.
spent the week-end with her father,
Chr4tian .Colleges rn China." ,The
Miss Gracie Nelle Jones, whose •
Tarry and Mrs. Joe Parker assist- Church and corsage of talisman roses and sweet W. W. Batts, in Fulton.
The Presbyterian
The bride entered the church on -Mita- Your Brotherhood' Qeir"rnarrige to Charles Clanton Miller
peas, lighted the candles while Miss
ing hostesses.
...the arm of her -father who save was- conducted by Mrs. -C. C. was an interesting event of June
Sunday School -will have a picnic
...-..,.
mew .
Mrs. Frank Lancaster spent the
The guests were seated at Mall supper at the home of Mr. and Lula Clayton Beale at the piano
in marriage. She was attended 1•Teompson.
- 12. - was honor guest at several
"Liebestraum" by Liszt. week-endin Paducah with her
Oyer! (nee Matlock tables throughout the rooms. YelMrS.
be Miss Jane Shultz as 'maid or' Mrs. Charles WiNiamson, who prenuptial parties.
Jenkins on Sycamore PraYed
was
Hill Mathis. whose wedding to lowing the delectable meal, Mrs. Street. IA case of rain the picnic Miss Beale wore grey crepe with a mother, Mrs. Leonard Lee, who
honor. and Mrs. J. B. Holman of !leaves soon for Murphy, N. C.. to
Mrs_ Fred Eisinger of Washing- William
Eugene Shipley conducted devo- will be postponed until the fol- corsage of briarcliff roses and baby operated oh at the I. C. hospital.
Stung. matron of. • honor. The I make her home, was ptesented a
Marshall
Owen
of
Newthis
nicely
doing
at
very
She
is
breath. Preceding the ceremony
•i • t ercises.
infofThal ev- lowing day.
groom, was attended-by his brother, lovely going away gift. Miss ton. D. C.. and Miss Jane Melugin bern. Tenn.. took place May 51,
at ening was enjoyed.
dessert bridge
sets.
hi .J. it. Williams sang "I Love
_
.- •
Robert Mills Williams of Aril* Reubie Wear made the presents- vie*Ce hoitesses at a
Mrs. B. B. Keys is spending sevon rmusday evening. June 5. at the First Baptist Church. in Marion,
You Truly" by Carrie Jacobs-Bond,
There -ware thirty-two present: I
-711- - Ill- .as heSkinau---and- Roben 141711 non speech..-using one of clever the home of the latter.
Ark. Mrs. Owen is the daughter
• • • • •
and '
,
'At Dawning" by Cadman. eral weeks in Hot Springs. Ark,
_HutterWorth of Mairlerfl..ireci - original puemi which was most
t_ f
Mrs. V. E. Stubblefield, Sr.. and
of Mr. and Mrs,
in Cleveland
Mrs. Williams' frock was of bine
,
The game was plai'e‘ at three
____Shultz. Jr.:-erid-Rob*rt- Janies.Stub- .appropesate to the occasion.
of this city,
crepe. ant,she wore a corsage of Miss Mary Shipley spent „Jest
„
Mrs. Ed. Mathis
tables and pares awarded
-.Wetted a.s_uShers.. . .
..
I. mg the social hour delight-t
Thursday
in Paris, Tenn., withlidr.
.
triardiff
roses
and
babe
breath.
Mrs.
Owen
.
graduated
from
high
score,
for
the
Kirk
Miss
Frank
The bride was lovely, in an en- flu l -relsestunexits were serVed.
and Mrs. H. D. Baker.
Miss • Ettiebthy Shultz and her
- eLula Clayton Beale. low, and the Jackson High School, Jackson,
To the strains of the Bridal
-,----4,eirible ad. aqtta- ci-el0 with an off.•.• •
Mrs. Callie Jones and daughter.
fiance. Tom Moore Williams shared Chorus from Lohengrin the bride
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Scholarships for
---COUNTY 4-H CLUB 15
Kentucky Farm Boys
MEMBERS ATTEND LEXINGTON MEET

Federal Housing
Takes Uptrend
To encourage
Kentucky
farm boys to seek better nreEara Puring May
non ror farming or positions Ti 'the

MAKES DAIRYING PAY

NOorthy

-MILK PRODUCTS
PLANT TO
-MORE MILIFUSE
-

Diversified Fatming
Calloway County -

A Personal Message from
Mary Russell Williams-

field of agriculture. 15 scholarships
Washington. D. C., June 11.-De.are available for the coming year tense
housing needs spurred the
at the University- of Kentucky Col- consti
tuction of new small homes
lege of Agriculture' and Home Ec- under
the FHA program to a new
onomics. They will gp to boys who high
in May, Federal Housing AdAPO_ finalleia/ aaaistance in secur- ministrator Abner H.---Fergusort
ing*:an Agricultural college educa- announced
today.
lion.
"The Murray Milk Products plant
A weekly aeerage of approxiCalloway County AM clubs are
Dean Thomas P. Cooper's an- mately 4,806 new small
can use twice the milk we are now i
homes were
handling and will gladly arrange
represented at Junior Week in Lex- nouncement 'of the kholarships is started under FHA inspection last
with any farmer to do- so,"-stated
ington this week bfjoe Hal Stew- accompanied by a statement stress- month, compared with 4.550 in Aping the high place
hich agricul- ril and 3.992 in May, 1940. These
G. B. Scott, manager of the
art, Hazel, and Jack
sworthy, ture holds in, Kentucky and in the figures include small homes conin an
an, interview concerning CalloXirksey. in the terracing team con- nation. 'Young men, ambitious to
way
prospects for increas-test: and Marion Murdock. Lynn get ahead, should not overlook the structed under all phases of the
, ing its rural revenue.
• Grove, in the style show. Lavonne opportunities in aerie( tore," he de- National Housing Act, including
"We do not advocate turning to
Rhodes and Barbara Nelle Harris clares. -This applies t farming and the new Title VI (Defense _Housing
aneet, ..._
expenie71 -the
_won alar-county gj,jdenion.siratiOW to-the-nigirpridUs
a- an-Lja'
--zother-erops-tiargugliaSt-111-at ialth
-treinr-conteet:-Other delegates are: nesses7a6ie s, F61.11
to agricul-. .-17crrtng- the-Mon'th 3t74rIsitiall:
the addition of milk to the presMildred Dunn.-- •Kirksey: James lure. Due largely to. the work of home mortgage insurance applicaent set up that the farmers will
Chaney, Faxon+ • Leon Winchester, young men with aci title educa- tions. under Section 203. totaling
find that they are working_t_o_.a
Storia__and Aimee Cathey. Kirksey. tions, •agrictittUre is_ moving for- 5147.478.327 were received. This
well rounded farm program. The
They were accompanied by Cyrus ward at a rapid pa
Never was compares with 32.488 applications
average farmer in this county could '
• D. - Allen. assistant county agent. there suctra• demand r well-train- in the amount of $150,884.295 redouble his milk producticmjuld inMiss Rachel Rowland, home dem- ed men as exists toda We are in- ceived in April. the highest month
-crease his revenua-veialmot-cutting
on;tration. agent. and Miss Ethel deed fortunate in
nfr -7ble to ever recorded.
Of, this total. 25.195 mortgages
his present revenue erops. We _
May Paschall. 4-H club leader from offer scholarships to
ofthy farm
_
_ want le hiiat more milk and will ,
" Hazel.
boys. tbat they mayter ptepate amounting to $119.704,077 covered
,
new
homes
to be built under FHA
be
to di cuss with arty farmer
The boys and girls and their lead- themselves for service in the field
inspection. This compares with 25.theelmr/Ing of NIT milk and. give
ers left Monday morntrueand will of agricultde0."
new-home
508
-a-Wiest-ionsin
the
-jsint
what
- reouirementa nistessaty
retinas'', Saturday afternoon. The The seholarships, which •Ife prcia. for its marketing."
boys•and girls will stay the entire vided by. the, Sears 11 buck Foun- Amount of $120.428.970 in April and
week. outside of the travel, at the dation, are sufficient tol pay cellege 22.05.3 in the amount of $101,217,472
Mr. Scott has cooperated -with all
Above is pictured Robert Craig, Hazel Route 3, and -tole of his high agencies
.,
Tees and buy books and other sup- in May, 1940.
University ,of Keetneky.
o helping' promote June
This trip was. made possible by plies. CoOnty. ageirsts, teachers of • Applications itivolving horilbs be- producing Jeriey/e6wa-Enterald Dal Eminent Geld, who produced Dairy Ifontnsk-aip-an *Mimi=
the generous sopp-ort of the follow- vocational Eigrieulture-tand repre- ing financed .under 'nate VT of•the 12,000 pounds 4-1611k and 640 pounds of butterfat
astic
dairaoian
aod'a firm believer
in a 305-day test period.
ing business men or firms: Stokes- sentatives of The Farm, Security Act through May 31 totaled 12.946.
and Red LadINellwIto prOduced 11,600 pounds of milk sad 639.7 pounds in Jersey cattle. He atateet" also
'Minh Motor Co.. Bank of Murray. Administration have full informa- in the amount of $47,019,200. The
that the market for milk was now
first applications were received on of bat
at in the siune test period.
Jones Drug Co.. Mary Russell Wil- tion regarding the scholarships.
being supported by the GovernApril 12. The FHA is authorized to
liams, Graham & Jackson,- Cornment furthering the interest of the
,tuatire up to - $100.000.000 of mortthe fall of 1938 Robert ,Craig.•
Austin. Purdom Hardware, &Mal
small ownes wh6 can'-"turn his
_ gages under this Defense Ho
Of
Mr:
-Hoyt
Littfieteah. Dale ilk
'Mrs.
and
Craig'
milk
producttOn to
- NoW jet us look at the present
Insurance Section of the Act.
ro
StubbleffeT‘ Drug Co., National
Route 3. Hazet, became •interested State of the young man who income prodseer.4-_-lean
Property improvement and
odStores. Hendon Texaco Service
registered
in
Jersey
cattle.
On
ernization
started
loans
but
in
1938. He is a tall
reported for' insur-fitatjon, Ledger & Times, 'Frillez
anee doting May totaletr53.4(la in January 21._ 1939.. Robert bought upright manly courteous youth' .
Carsian.'ind Peoples Saving,s-Banit.
a registered haifer., Emerald Owl 17-•years. hating just finished
the
athoont
of
$22,800,090
This
his
.
pares wth 26.800 loans for $12.- Eminent "Gold.'caned "Gold" for Pugh school 'education. He plans
The Hazel- Chaister
'Futtire 632.574
short,
from
'herd
the
of
Malcolm
reporrt
uryfor insurance durto enter Murray State next fall
'The Henry County Farm Bu- Farmers of America wil Ispon,aer.
44,753 in the amount Harrison. Being -short on_funds. for two years and finish in agrireau furnished a gallon of U. S. `the Kentucky Quartet in a Mai; ing April a
Robert
sold
his
cow
grade
and
a
of
$19.467,848
in
May,
1940.
culture at the State University to
No. 13 hybrid seed corn to each -of cal concert Friday night,' June 13
2-year-old heifer. His statettePt round out his Chosen field.
45 441 club boys_ This is enough at 8 o'clock in the auditorium of
farmsonAt- The Hazel chapter cordial- at the time was that he,. was not ing. He speaks
for erech,boy to grow,an acre. 'The Hazel High • School.
TO ALL THE PEOPLE IN CALLOWAY tOtTNTIr:
with enthusiasm
ly
%lies the kublic to attend this interested in an average co* but
krioiviedge
and
value of the gallon of seers
when
the
subject
The concert will consist ot Concert. The small admission of iii a registerd one •
-.Every
now that it isaFioesible for me to get away from the Counthat he could of dairying is mentiosisd ilia _eabe returned 1n_rorn next
god 10e -vrili-•be-eitarged.
htnrseit
tire countenance beams with assurly Clerk's office I ans bavelingAltrotigh oUr.County-taiting with you
7
ance that he 'knows he has' solved
in your homes, your business houses, your fields 'and yOur gardens in
a problem of incondf
'feud
"What I prefer to term a "good-will trip" and a 'neighborly call." First:
him every financial •Aid• no matTo lei you know how deeply appreciative I am for your extreme kindter what happens to crops. One
•
has no fear for the future of Amerness to me and Next: To express to you my sincere desire for your asica when they become-"acisuainted
sistance in -again electing me your County -Court Clerk. The. way you
with
lad like Robert.
Overwhelming preference of meet and greet
me_ is most gratifYing and truly awakens within me a
He has added five isov:s to his American families for individual
desire to always merit your kindness and to dedicate my erefy effort _
premed herd, all of the same homes is•shown in the fact that -99thread and his Second pride is The out of every 100 new, houses fi- to continue serxiag. you To the best of my ability.
half-sista to GiAct. iaed Lady* Nell. nanced under the...insuredMort'When
asked Calloway County to elect me four yetirs ago I told
caned. 'simply
d The -_granzi gage System last year were for
W-fh-lF/G
-117reir. Eui rrinfat row. randePtanithrasectimanteir---- - -•---- - gem-people then that* *WraN ITTlatieettill!"Thett• yew a good rtstrttry cottrt'
From the beginning of the FHA "Clerk. Artnat Time many OT--you 'cri,Wknow
Nett- WiRattrAilirer Medal and gold
me. You took my word
program the great bulk of 'new
medal. houses accepted for mortgage in- for my .qualificationS and responded to my call for help. and I have
*Jell produced in 306..03[31.11.600 aurance has
been .for single fam- proMfeto you that my claim of qualifications was an honest one. I know
Pdilnds of milk' and
sklueds ilies. But the ratio of two- lb four- you will bear me out in my statement
that I have made you a good
of. butterfat with a test' of so- family houses has declined steadily
Clerk. I believe, too, that you will agree that it is Customary and giersio.proximately_ .par .esat.frcim 4_6 per mitt in 1936 to only 1_
.cent in 1940.. The proportion of erotic to endorse-a good record, and that it has always been a custom The Stirincial aide, taken- -1%tis
figurer17Z
iwoduction. single-family houses is now over- In the County Court Clerk's office.
showed her Orating a tate! of $580. whelming.
Four years ago wise* I asked-pr your support I told' yoti then that
Ratio Growth Progressive
Costs of feed, and other expenses
_
In 1936 the ratio of single-family if yoo-elected me that I would never ask for the office four 'timea. I
were . approximately $150. Thli
left a PROFIT of $430 on this' in- houses a•iy: 954 per cent of all renew this statement- to,you now that I shall not- ask for the
houses securing FHA new-home
dividual cow. alone.
mortgages. The ratio was 95.7 per iciffice that many tim
.
Gold on the other hand. In cent in
•
1937. 976 per cent in 1938, .- . I realize.tha
the same test period. of 305 days: 68_5 per cent
Of the finest people in our County are ilso !edgin 1939, and 99.0 per
produced - 12.000 {months of Milk cent in 1940.
ing the offic4s-'of County Court Clerirthis time. Weir art splenetic-Loup:
and 640. pounds of butterfat with
Within the same period the ratio righCand honorable citizens. I admire and resPect fliem a$ much or
Use same percentage average.
two-family hotisey detlined from' anyhodk.I. hold no ill will toward them
for running ggiiinst rne:Thia is
Both cows bate stood at the head 2 to 0.7 per cent, three-family
a free country1a I share with you a desire to keep it that way.
of the list for the entire nation houses-from 0.4 to 0.1 per cent, and
n the Jersey Bulletin, a national fourjamily houses from 1.Q :to ..0/
You will also remember that four years ago I Clirfou I did not own
recording of tests throughout the per real _
.si home. and asked you to stive -tne a chance,to secure :for My child arid
vaiastiisaa
country showed.'
. _.._ .
This steady inerealft
i
ir"
t;* .pro- myself some of the cotnforts and necessitietof life: Today I own. free
Robert Ps the only milk pro- portion of single-family
houssi
1. a five;room cottage on South Eighth Street. in Jiiiirray. This
ducer in - this section of Kentuckt beenaccompanied' by #n equally
producing Jersey Creamline kilt. steady decline
home
has.
been-isought and paid -for lioni my earnings in the Clerk's ofin the average valuthere being ulv about 600 licensed .ation of new homes
financed under Ike this time There is'no way for Me to say to you how deeply I do
Creamtrne- producers in the entire' the
red Mortgage. System. appreciate this little home. and I shall never lose sight of the foct
I
ttioL,_-,nation.
requirements .for bringing them 'within financial
The
you Made it possible for me to hove a home of my own. Thesk facts I .
such a license being 'that- all. cows
ch of a constantly increasing
„
•-•-•.
..
•
must be registexceL.Jeted 'far number sif families. The average bring to you se...yoo will know that I have not.thrown- my money away.
Bangs disease and T. B.: the hoc- valuation or new single-family 41 do not mind- saying to
you pow that my cash accothit is extremely •
lentil count must be held .at .35.- houses accepted for mortgage in
.000 where the state aelydrements surance .declined • from $6.330 in lisoiied and that I am making nits nice on my earnings from day to day.
are 90.000..Rgbert's count has tren 1939 to $5.199 in 194Q. inetusion ot It
- you will be kind enough to elect_me one more time.I can and will-.---held {it 5.000 on raw milk. !. • new homes financed under 'line I 'save enough money to insure therchleition of my little girl.
ThIll__R_ObecL-11__Iitillding lull- of_the_ National Housing. Art:Would
To -every onilt thFsWtinty I wait
=tantially to the
.* -he has bring the 1940 figure even lower.
a very special appeal:
.., to make • I roady • added' a modern
fritnre-$enitory
- _
First. r want.yciu„ to know that !'am-theonly mother in this race. I •
further want yqtf- to "know' thitt I alb the only one Wfio -has a Child to
'
n"kire
""fr- -Cot
'
'.114-"c)"
"
.
••rete
and "
flodrs
screens.
sanitary
Col. Paul P. Loren. SIII;Oetelileo bifice, War Department, recently said, "All of us-iim attbeistenee
•
tear and educate. The other candidates for this office either do not have
gioelern titenalls and vessels with. •Hold
are actitt ly aware
children or their chilciren are grown and 'their cducatior-s finished- I
the wralan•ef milk and" dairy products in the ration. We know titerlialt solids -are
fur
olete the picture Of A modern Farm, JtIlle
further want you to know that its up to me, and me alone, to roar and
indispensable and that milk
the nearest pe'FMI-Toott"
-Mall dairy.
All peach growers are. invited to educate my child, Her (ether I. stillan invalid, and will always be. and
As well as a good businessarnan. attend thle.peaelt meeting. Tuesday,
Roberia-evidently a -goad neigh- lune- 17,.et 1:30 6. in. at the Virgil van never cootribute one pany tO our sillTmrt. I further want you-to •
horn -sar
expresses 1 wffithirness Lassiter 'raTrin Who IlVes west or know that I am the only person he-this'race- who is the aole-lopport
to _discuss cows and dairy with Tailor:s, store, almost to the coun- their immediate
,family, and that the other candidates. splendid as they
ill and sundry, exchanging infor- ty 103e- Mr. MAAR. the State Hor- are-..and with all due relpecr to
them-they have other sources of lir.
mation and ideas, to- a goal for ticulturist ,from the University of
comaiand othee-members, of-their family working. Tao, they are splen-•
idded tneome to our section.
Kentuc.ks. will be present and discuss care and marketing of this alidly trained for other positions, while-office work is my only field for
It TZ1V• to read -dur classifieds.
crop of fruit
a source orircome. This IS NOT a sympathy appeal, butmerely a statetnent of facts so you will knowthe truth: I am perfectly willing for you
to *eigh every candidate's case as to qualifications aod needs, and then
vote as'yo4r own conscience dictates.

• Calkiwaysio Return
From Junior Week.
Trip.Saturday .

___canUse Double
Present-Capacity

Hazel FFA's to
Sponser Kentucky
Quartet Conic-0
- -

DPIIDUAL
HOMES LEAD
POPULARITY

of 1001Homes
Financed Under FHA Were One
Family -Units _

r

S ESSENTIAL IN

NATIONAL

DEFENSE!
MAKE AMERICA
STRONG!.
By Making Americans
Stronger.

•

Uncle Satn:s Army joins the Drink More Milk Brigade.14.4%Army-faitioas
.
--feiresh inilk EVERY DAY for EVERY SCILDIERT:
of

11;for

Peach. Growers- to---- Meet at Lassiter
17 -

work,

a

WATCH FOR-THESE

-

POSTER$7111,YOUR

STORE-NEXT WEEK

FINE CLEANING CAN BE DONE
AT LOW PRICES!
•- Mondays and TiFesdays Cash Prices

9-_
• ..,
MURRAY MERCHANTS ARE
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_NUTRITION!

Wednesday

CallIflirow
WOW
A4f

2 Pair 29c

MURRAY MILK-PRODUCTS the
TELEP

are the , •
Jerry -

CLEANED
and
.
PRESSED
SSED

thru Saturday 35e cash price in effect

TROUSERS

. DEFEND AMERICA BY Dp'EliDING YOUR HEAL!

land. at
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se birth
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DRESSES
SUITS
. COATS
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Drink- More Vfli for-

I do beg to assure you that if
any -reaSon, you cannot east your
vote for 'me 'that I shall not let it cost rile a friendship and I will feel
kindly toward you, .but I do want and need oispose-y_Ote."Alio illieg $o -•
assure you that. when Calloway County •speaks with her ballot-and It .
should be determined -that she has chosen another person for Couhtsf .
Court Clerk, that I will be a. good enough Deinocraf to want that, pelt-, .!
sow'too. However,. I shall live with a prayer in my heart that you will.
see the reasonableness of my request and will understand that I am •
not askifig for:anything that ts unfair or unreasonable ingiltitig *pa
endorsement. and will honor_rn" _Lssvith your support anet:trote., I ohm_
want to say that I shall, neve5 bctrsilliat very:sptendid corifidenee you
•
-k
have .already placed in me. --ri - '.
'- -, -•.

FREE PICKUP-

hope to tall on all of you bates* the dole of the carnpitgn. but
'Carrel rirtlie
-Clerlei eeriee am numerous and Yarn conspellecTo stay
its (he office soine.of the time: I promised yqu good sertice and intend
to see
'
that'you have it. If I miss any of you please do,know that, it is
, pet my intention to fail to thank you for your past ftivors and to Appeal
to you for 5-our help this time'- and please do consider MIAMI- -OtItar
taeners at wine that, *Itl'Imptair in our- newspapers'troth time to 'thr"T
as a personal appeal to you.

SKIRTS
for 29c

AND.DELIVERY

'accwIVIODEL Cleaners
719 W. Poplar St.

•

Murray, Ky..

With kindest personal regards to all of you. I-am,
•
,•
_Most sincerely, your

RUSSELLi WILLIAMS.
\.
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PAGE TWO
lliALEDGER &
MS.MURRAY
THUESDAY, JUNE -11-1941
P. H. Spicelands family iMtM
in„,Stewutt -County Monday brirut:
CC/Mr/43h the required six to eight '‘
dean of thoiUniversity of Louisville training in ..tuclustrial testing aAd
mg with them Mrs. Lamm
uer cent -, increase in production Speed ScielltifIc School.'
•
in chemical analysts.
?dr_ and 'Mrs. Thomas- Doughty
_•and bebiee from Detroit.
through better feeding and manThe sunnier courses require full 'IkeSpeed, Scientific School
' Light shower' hare refresihed _gegen and ilonone, returned to
agement practices rather than
class
D. and children of Calvetr_Cttr. woe*
ais since last week.
through expenditures for cows an time afire/S.-dance: they are being will be in Explosisies.
Sunday afternoon guests of ..ltdrs.
'O crepe and trott Tues.:4We'
startaJune.16
by
'MACHU.
demand
inBO
meet
given
the
to
fpr
equipment.
--gardens look a little snore • OE'
Doughty's
•The
bp
parents,
4E10.
tremendous seasonMr. and Mrs.
T. COCHRAN
Am sorry gant -the Dets•dit fever
Home Demonstration
al increase ip production when spectors and operators io the field and lasts Six weeks, and will procoutrading.
Agelleelligesi Extension Agent
h seizing tllgt,MW(*beys,4eft in the Hill Duncan.
Kerituckp
- ..kay...Wmacad mieg••enswer sh: ceuntry. bqt
cows
go on pasture is of ordinance materials and explo- vide training in the chemistry Of
Jueiur Collins. of Cincinnati. 0..
Just -Si gold caused
Will your family be tIS proud Vif Iles is Dairy Month,
. can
and since sufficient evidence that improved sives. Those accepted for the clime gplosi VIPS.
coke; next _Wednesday. a rush t• California once, it
wain is-:Waning at this time with ha your cellar or basement as the 4-H
fees but are responsible
His brute of 'a feet months.. form- w causing tte desertian of con- grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Moms girl from 1.ct Virginia Is who Calloway County is a dairy coun- feeding practices can bring about pay no
Applicants for the course at Lexthe continuance of this heavy pro- their own maintenance.
ty.
its
people
will
be
ietcrerted.
'eel? Geneva- Spiceland.- escpects tended homes and simple pleasures Lee.
in
wrote
the fiialritoseing poem to show
-.
.
.
The University of Kent uely ington must be,h1gh school gradufollowing article by _Thralasear duction for a prolonged period,.
the
, to returr. to her parents' until. her for the promise of greater. wealth
her
appree'
hire
Although she Fordyce Ely.
Two 'weddings of intermit here
in cha
Ba.t.67t,g•s _grayta beetee. end, more elaborate show.
at ttia dairy Special emphasis slaould be placed course, to be hilt' at. -Le-xington, ates: one year of college chemistry.
were solemnized recently. Miss mentions .-a great variety of foods section of the 1:71.1*tliW
wilt be in Materials, Tests, and In- is required of those who wish to
.
Kok. aim: • e and more effective
• It 7h, well that moderp_
rey baby brother. Halm, Ruth Scott. daughter -of Mr - and every Alarm cellar or basement in lucky.
an
elf'Louisville
_have had sorne-enerieheir
liv- i Lovins was made discontented w.th Mrs. Kara Scott. became the bride thiszeountry should have a greater
neon of pastures.
provide
The _Secretary of Agriculture is
ing apart el they have followed this lot at the
to carry through the winConcord garage by of a -Mr ,Trimble of Marshall,,
morher114147
2. Earlier cutting and more cares,
urging an expansion of the Dairy
theirs dicrent prefeeellave but they tales of easy made
it
fortunes in the County and Miss Louise Williarius ter
.
Industry to the extent of six or tut curing of hay.
arn suil unprepared-for mean -selie•s
city.' and succumbed to the datahs-of
an
Mr and Mrs Herman
3. The feeding of grain to the
rations as :ire catered try.- War.
1111_irae
e fre re Hewn, • -.• eight per cent. Plans call for conlure
But here's hopmg
era•beezmw the bride
Buret
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Robert Craig Explains Desirability of
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Army Life at Camp Shelby, Mississippi

Sinking Spring
News
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This attitude,''ram net" under any obligation to
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SHOP and SAVE
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BUYING URGE
NOW!
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liceutcheon's
307 E. Main
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, MATCHES,6 boxes
--.. 13c
SUGAR, 10 pounds ..... —
55c
SODA, Arm & Hammer,3 far.. .10c

GIVE 6AD A TREAT .1LOR
_
FATHER'S DAY ...11Y_VIAITING US!
-YOU-get that cool, smooth look from bei
groomed'every minute -of theder-your hair shampooed more freqtrentIy 'during The
summer. Wear it in a flattering coiffure.--Keep
your nails beautifully manicured. A lot to do? Not
when you get the Murray Beauty habit. Start coming in this week!

Master or
Murray. .
_
ropthattove - menibem. 1: •

TELEPHONE 281

SALt,3 for .. -.--......,.-....-5.-_ 10e
ORANGE JUICE,46-oz. eon19c
Grapefruit Juice, Monarch —
pint.. .'.150_
STEAK, round or sirWan,
--1b."
-30c
-FRYERS,pound . . : .'.
3lk
--.PEACHES,2 pounds ... ,:,.:13a
-5QUASH,2 pounds ...5..3-.L.--, • 134.- GREEN BEANS,2-pOunds .,.... . 1
TOMATOES,,-petancr
SAUSAGE, rpoundi
LEMONS, dozen

-,-.

Hallie Mae Long, Prop. .

iscrisuralikisorta-nrcitrowani-covirrr
-----AwturTfOirthat IT l piTSCITISTFTWM
.
to get ildeaSrlfoin le 4:!!otmty Clerk's office I am traveling through our COunty—visiting with you
in your homes, your business houses, your fields, and your gardens in
what I prefer to term a "good-55011 trip" and * "neighborly call." First:
To let you know how deeply appreciative I am for your extreme kindness to me and Next: To express to you my sincere desire for your assistance in again electing me your County Court Clerk. The way you
meet and greet me is most gratifying and truly awakens within me •
desire do shinkys merit your kindness and. to dedicate my every effort
to connssalasieUng -you.to the-best of my ability.
When I asked Calloway County to elect me four years ago I told
•
you.people then thtt„. I was qualified to make you g good County Court
Clerk. At that time many. of you did not know- ma. You .teets my word
for my qualifications and responded tO th* calltor- nelp.,11sit I have
,proved to_yoti,that my claim of qualifications was.an honest one. I _know
,you will heir me out in my statement that I have made you a good
Clerk. I believe, too, that you will agree that it is customary and demo(-talk' to endorse 'a good. record - and that it has always been a custom
in the County Court Clerk's office.
Four years ago when I asked for your support I told you Dien that
if you elected me that I would never ask for the office four times. I
renew this statement and say to you now that I .
1._not ask for the
office that many times.
realizethat some of the finest people in our County are also seeking the office of County Court Clerk this time. They are splendid. upright and honorable citizens. I admire and respect them as much as
anybOdy. I hold no ill will toward them for running against me. This
is
a free country and I share with you a desire to 'keep it that way.
You will alsceiremernber that four years ago I told you I dirt not own
a home, and asked you to give me a chance to secure for my child and
Myself some of the comforts and .necessities of life. Today I own, free
of debt., a five-room cottage on South Eighth Street, in Murray. This
home has been bought and paid for from my earning& in -the Clerk's of.
(ice this time. There is no way for me to say to you how deeply I do
appreciate this little hpine, ii-nTI shall neier lose sight of the fact that
you made it possible for me to have a home of myown-. These facts I
bring to you so you will know that I have not-thrown my money away.
I do not mind saying to you now that my cash 'account Is extremely
itited and that I am melting this race on my earrings front day to day.
If you will be-kind enough to elect me one more time I can and will
save enough money to insure the education of.rriy little girl.
To every ono in this County I want to make • a very -special appeal:
ins*. I wit you to know that I am the only mother In this race. I
taillisis want you to know .that I am the only one who has a chid to
t.reir anteducate. The other candidates for this office either do not have
ehtklren or theiFchildren are grown and their educations finished. ,I
further want you to know that its up to me. and ma alma*, to reir and
educate rny child. Her•father is still an invalid, and, will always be, and
can never contribute on. penny to our support. I further want you to
know that I am the only person in this race who is the sole-support of
-their immediate family. and that the ofhtt eilakiites:splendid as they
are—and with all due respect to -them—they have 'other sources of ineame and other members Of. their family working. Too, they are splen&city trained for other positions, while office work is my only field for
a source of income.'This IS NOT a' sympathy appeal, but Merely a statement of facts so you will know the truth. I am perfectly willing for you
to weigh every candidate's case as to qualglfeatioos and needs, and then
vote as your own conscience ditfates.

In an interview thistsk with
Rudy Hendon,- preettfent of ,Calloway County Farm Bureau, a reporter of the Ledger & Times was
fortunate to secure the cooperation of Mr. Hendon with this paper
to bring to its readers a specific
story each week of one individual
farmer of Calloway who is definitely doing constructive things on
his own farm to increase his income and increase the value of
his land.
Mr. Hendon states that these individual cases .will be chosen at
random
throughout
Calloway
County among-both tefiant farmers
and owner-operators and from both

Reading Make You Frown?
look after your eyes!

Better

10c
25c
20c

MURRAY BEAUTY SHOP
1100.-Maple.St.

large and small farms and will
touch on all phases of farm improvement and diversification.
According to Mr. Hendon's ideas,
these purely local'personalized sur'veys will afford a wealth_ of information over a period of time
and will encourage a visiting.
neighborliness with a view of exchanging ideas and suggestions. ft
is high time. Mr. Hendon said.'that
our folks in Calloway look upon'
farming. as a business and_ a 1*g._
business. Our government is em..
phasizing the great place in-Araeri.
can business agriculturectsplayingF—,
and will continue to pl,j to ast
even greater extent Is the world.
conditions change.
The first article in the series ape
pears in this issue of this paper
It is the story of 'the dairying ac..
complishments of young RobertCraig of Hazel. This is indeed aninteresting • interview—filled with,
potential information and advantages to others interested in dairying. Dairying, Mr. Hendon said, is
and should be a big objective irr
Calloway but 'Must be only a part
of a 'complete farm Program.
phases of diversification willether
follow. I perionally urge all my
feHow fai
s whether membentof the, Farm Bureau or not to fob. •
low these constrtletive articles and"
furthermore;
,
..I. invite all to sug."'
gest subjects 'and farms you wouldClike to have reviewed, Mt. Hendon
said.

-WE HANDLE.BANQUET BEEF,

a
If you frown and squint when you
read, it may be a sign that your
eyes need attention. You owe it to
yourself to have them cared for.
Come in today for an examination.

PLUMBING
SUPPLIE,S
•
• BUILDING & FARM
HARDWARE
•

A. B. Beale & Son
Est- 1897 Murray;Ky.
t Parker's jowel?y Store.

REMEMB-E-R...

NATIONAL

DEFENSE!
May We Make This Suggestion:

MAKE AMERICA
---,STRONG! .
By Making Americans
Stronger.

Uncle Sam's-Army joins the Drink More Milk Brigade! New Army
milk EVERY DAY for EVERY.SOLDIER1

rati()ns calls_ fgor

Col. Paul P. Logan, Subsistence Office, War Department, recently
subsistence work
of the value of milk and dairy products in the ration. Wa-kaevi'that milk solids are
Ni•dispensable and that milk is the nearest perfect food."

You knoli-,-your Dad is a-pretty swell guy,
ilia is long as you're going to give him something for Father's Day, you want to be sure
• to give him'4,omething that he'll really like.
Just in.case he's like some Dads we know—
- kind of hard to please—why 'don't you let
him pick Otirhis own present..? You can at a
gift certificate here for any amount you want
to spend, from $1.00 up, and Dad can use it
for-any of the thousands of things we've got
here that he likes. It's a swell idea, and Dad'11-love it. Get him a gift certificate now!

4are acutely aware

•••

WELCOME
TO"OUR NEWJAIC.A.inaltr

WATCH FOR'THESE
POSTERS IN YOUR
STORENEXT WEEK

We've more "breathing" space now! Men, you can
shop in comfort here ... and it's cool, too!'We've
the room now to carry a complete line of smart;
furnishings, and we're_iloing it. Just you drop in
and see the attractive And attractively priced:'
SLACK

I do beg to assure you that if, for any reason, you cannot cast your
vote for me that I shall not let it cost me a friendship and I will feel
kindly towaed you. but I do want and need your vote. Also I beg to
assure you that when Calloway County speaks with her ballot—and ft
should be determined that she has chosen another person for County
Court Clerk; that I will be a good enough Oemocrat to want that person. too. However. I shall live with a prayer in my heart that you will
see the reasonableness of my request and will understand that I am
not asking for anything that is unfair or unreesionable in asking for an
endorsement, and will honor me with your support and vote. I also
want to say that I shall never betray that very splendid confidence you
r
have already placed in me.
hope to call on all of you before the close of the campaign, but
the duties of the Clerk's office are numerous and I am compelled to stay
in the &flee some of the time. I prnrnised you good service and intend
to see that you have it. If I miss any of you please do know that it is
not my Intention to fail to thank you for your past fayors and to appeal
to you for your help this time—and please do consider this and other
letters of mine that will appear in our newspapers from time to time
as a personal appeal to, you.
With kindest personal regards to all of you. I am,
'

HOGAN

moo

"I •---At-- CHECK THESE VALUES
+:

Bachelor
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ay; Taylor
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HENDON, FARM
BUREAU CHIEF,TO
ISSUE ARTICLES

STORE
FOD

DO YOU WANT TO SAVE
SOME REAL CASH?

graduating
Isanene

C

Publishing Company; Murray, Kentucky

Drink MoreMilk for—
ENERGY!

NUTRITION!

BEXI.JTY!

STRENGTH!

SUITS

SPORT SHIRTS-,

Ease and style
combined.

Zephyr light and
cool'

NECKWEAR

SPORT SOX

That makes you 'cool
to look at it!

_

Just the thing for
••.....sunanter occasions!

'SHORTS

BELTS

cool, c(TrIt)

and

summer jewelry

DEFEND AMERICA BY DEFENDING YOUR HEALTH!

SLEDD'S
MURRAY'S STORE FOR MEN •
NAXT TC!' THE VARSITY THEATRE

TELEPHONE 191

Most sincerely, your friend,

'MARY RUSSELL WILLIAMIL-r
•
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MIYRIIAY SITOPPTC, NTWF

ADMISSION-10c and 16c

My Entire Stock Of

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
AU-TIME KING OF THE RANGE
Riding to new western
adv•ntures with a six-gun
load ol popular songs
and thrilling action....

AUTOMOBILE PARTS
AT A GREAT SAVINGS!
ALSO HAVE

A GOOD LINE OF

Light - and Cool, but they'll
• wear like a. Pig's nose!

USED CARS
FC SALEWitt1
- MT CARRYING
1-CHARGE. I HANDLE MY OWN
. PAPER WITHOUT INTEREST.
We have real bargains. Come in and look
before buying. All cars reconditioned.

Wednesday thrti Saturday 35c cash price in

SHIRT and PANTS
To Match

TROUSERS
2 Pair 29c

$2•00 Complete.

oylviopEL Cleaners

All Leather Blueltar

WORK SHOES

STRAW HATS

Headquarters for

They're ventilated and cool!

LEE.
Chretilk-

19c-an498e

CLAUDE _ANDERSON

SMILEY '
lURNETTE •

you don't be'• -lieve the differ- ence is in a Lee
Overall ... ask
- Gardie Smithi

Sturdy ..Reseldord
.
-10e Pair

•

TOLLEY & CARSON-

School Houses
.;;.- FOR SALa

1. If

WORK
-

iiiiArojurr BEEF

GRAPEJUICE
'Gd- Quart 33c

\It.l...4.1.e.

tto

then,. the greatest, co,urtt sy possible.• silWays661-ettber arr..t 'Of snaiiii. •
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t'd ,
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DET
:.1
.,,, Ur I'
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0

TUDEBAKER

tkethrtre

• SALE§* S-ERVICE,
103-k. ictain 5t.
Murray, Ky.
Phone 409 •I

•

Murray Food Market
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TODAY!

New, Exclusive Radiantube
Cooking Units each with Gs
practical cooking speeds

s Super-Powered Mete47-111ser
111/CIUSiVt Quickube
s' Extra Full-Width,Slielf
s' Glass-Topped Hydrator
Porcelain-Covers:et Cold. ".
Storage Tray
it Adjustable Froxep-Storage
Compartment
All-Porcelain Interior—
including inside of door
tv' Space Saving Shelves

Imagine!A Fully-Fitted Frigidaire with 6•/io Cu.ft. storage,
plus all
outstanding flea-

• One-Piece Food Comp•rt• ,.mrnt—no holes in Nick r -r

tures, fix so little money! It is
a sensational value! It has

st

; brilliant new beauty, uses
current than:ever with the nest;
"• .Super-Powered Meter-Misir.
Conic hi, lee proof that Frigi- •

claire gives more for Your
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find.out!

top

Unntotructed_Back-.no flues, plates or wires
s; Automatic Interior Light
N-LarlIA ice Capacity • 6
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...am,afar mere,
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OF 1941 ...OR FOR THE JUNEBRIDE OF YESTERYEAR
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BOILED HAM

For Thea June"'

THEM IODAY AND YOU
WILL KNOW WHY!
•
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GELATINES

Calloway County Schools.

Soar

k- APPLE BUTTER

The Board
Education reserves the
right to rejeet any and all bide,

40• - After very.cri.-fully.comsIdertng tht-tery urgcnt splicit•tions of My
Intend, ,'I he decided to make the race for the office of County Tax
-Corris.i....su,otr o c,..uviva, c,,untv. subject to tfig, A ugust. Mgt pr-unary.
electiut,
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The -EasT Sliaorson Sch-O-ol House
- 3 o'clock
•

SEE

PICKLES

I cereal

-7 FRESH CORN

-The Plea-liplatejr-Sitiool House at
1:30 o'cksa.

k.C. ARNETT, Superintendent

2 packages
bowl

CORN FLAKES

SWEETHEART SOAP

The South Howard Schwa- House and
one acre of land at 9:30 o'clock.

NEW STUDEBAKER
AUTOMOBILES

•TOPMOST CAN FOODS •-•
Topmost
1-1b. can

POTATO-SALM)

the Calloway County Boaid of-Mcation.Nirialletrat
auct*Siidfilakw-.
ing property: .

THE NEW

MARKET

FOOD

ON WEDNESDAY JUNE 1,1941

G

Murray, Ky.

at St.

GENE AUTRY

I elnirt.
Murray

SKIRTS
2 for 29e

Call 141 Now

FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY

$2.0°
HARMON FARMER, Salesman
Southwest Corner of Court Square-. .

effect

Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.
- Spat+

Sicle:4SatistieLT

-

Phone 56_

Murray, Kentucky
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,Cousider YOUR Comfort
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THE LEDGERli TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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In All

JEWELRY

Muchinerchandise selling at less than replacement prices. Buy now and save. —

H.B,BAILEY

modes

BUYING PROBLEMS TO THE

g WORD.
e karge oTfermides,
_ _ c
lo
e ur
nE
tiR
will
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For Sale

THE JEWELER

y•-•••-..5,5.—..• 555

to bother with it, •

-

-Rt_tdriv-Aii
,
Conditioned-iWslassrosid-

T. 0. TURNER

FOR ClTY JUDGE
ETHAN 1R VAN
P. F. WATERFIELD'
J. H. COLEMAN

HELM'S REDUCED SUMMER
PRICES Heavies $645 up. Official.
I; pullorum tested, Government
approved. Our champion hen laid
175 points. past 181 days. Hatching
afi Yeir. Helpful bulletins. Helm's—
Hatchery, Paducah. Ky.
. _
MOVIES: By presenting this
coupon at the box office of the
Capitol Theatre Saturday or Sunday Robert Craig, Route 3. Hazel,
will receive two free passes to see
"Back in the Saddle." Compliments of the Ledger & Times.
„ _
FOR SALE: 20 brood sows, feeding,
shoat and slop pigs. See D. D. •••
Scott, Sedalia, Ky.
6-I2-p

frzeis&c.t

RESTAURANT.
.•
555

R.
SAVING
ACCOUNT
•is the

-

_ert7.ices Offered r

FOR MAGISTRAIE
IDamord District
L-W. - STUBBLEFIELD'
District

FOR RENT: 6-room house, close in.
Apply to Reubie Wear, 208 N. 5th STANDARD CLEANING al- Boone-T-St.
Pd Ctennent._Math 'garment& In.
-ai-,t8n?-0
-60e7:eacir.• •
,
71
a On
B. L. --HOOSDEN
me garmgnes*-kl*
35e
cash
every
day.
St. Now vacant. See Mrs. W. T.
Wadesboro District
Phone 234, South Side Square,1E4..
. , Laker, 417 S. 8th St.
R. L. ELLISON
ltp
W. C. ROBINSON
SPECIXI: for 60 days: 3
Swann District
laundered for 50c. We also
GEORGE W. JONES
laundry -five-days a week, every .
. Brinkley District
week. See-Mrs. C. E. Axonal:on&
. .
B. H. "HARVEY- DIXON
1111(111M WANTED.,,-White - Oak Phone 631.
OPAL HOUSDEN
Timber suitable for making FlourLiberty District
"- bon Staves. Will buy standing
CLARENCE McDANIrL
NOTICE .. .
- timber in large er _small boundaries. Also highest cash price Starting Saturday, June 14 FOR SALE-Good as new 1938
COUNTT 'JUDGE
paid for White Oak Stave and the Murray Lumber Co. anti-. and 1939 Chevrolet and
Ford
J. R. SCOTT
Heading -bolts delivered at our the Calloway County Lunt.
.
cars
All medals and prices. W.
'
•
A.
,
Mill at PAris, Tennessee. Tale- ber,Co. will close their yards..., ._
.
C. Butterworth Used Car Lot, next
-GARLAND
phone No. 438. P. 0. Box M. and offices at 12 noon
to Gilbert Funeral Home, S. 5th
,
B. C KILGQRS CO..____.112.p Saturday during the surneach •
St., Murray.
tfc
_______.,,-.
- ..wt- s
COUNTY COURT CLERK - .DI:LUXE Cleaning 35 cents cash
MARY RUSSELL WILLIAMS
and carry: Dresses. suits, coats_
vu" tdoorFurThiture
CZLIA HART CRAWF0141
•glatn. Winter garments deluxe —
LURIE
'THURMOND
cleaned, moth proof bags. 45
-44; SUMMER ENJOYMENT .
tents. rball Cleaners, Phone - .
- _
COUNTY Al'TOINEY
Anigierigl elbasebei
97.
J129 •
NAT RYAN HUGHES
.
•
Special, while they ,$1.1011
R. HALL HOOD
- last
ALVIN
IL
KOPPERUD
To

Ir

• Wgen

._

business or
giving personal Service, this
bank never loses sight of the
fact that it is a service °row
ization for the benefit oithe".
eptire community.:. custo__mer•bli'or little.
assisting

I

Wanted

I-

For

Sale
.
, .
-VOW' SALE-Wallis' Bean

esiSavin• s Bank

This decision was made only after numerous people from over the
entire county had expressed a desire for me to make this race. Not
only"the people of my home magisterial district have expressed the desire, but citizens from over the whole county wish me to represent the
entire county with a similar Telford that has been made in the Swann
Magisterial District.
The people of Swann District,
• all of them, have united with me in
the task of blanketing the area with first class roads. They have labored
by their hands withoet compensation in many cases end with personal
financial aid toward the goal. They ave helped me in a never-ending
effort to secure every available dollar an -every evailable piece of ma.
,
chinery from the state, federal and coUnty sources toward the goal of a
topnotch road system in Swami Magisterial District. With. the help of
Swann's people and financial assistance:'we have built 79 miles of geed
roads in Swann District. I made a promise to the people of my home
district and I, with their help, fulfilled it.
Now the time has come for me to seek an office which calls fot me
to make pledges toward the Welfare of Callowaa' County tie...a whole,
and I promise the people of this county that I. intend to work just as
faithfully toward a complete road system throughdut the, count/ as I
halm in Swann's District in the past.
•
Calloway County is my native home. I was born and reared on the
west side of Calloway County where I now reside. In addition to teeming. I have devoted many years of my life toward supervisory work for
a prominent life insurance company. I have retired from the insurance
business and am new giving all of my time toward farming 'and to
serving the people of this county as a Magistrate.1 have always offered
my services toward the betterment offarmers and on one occasion served as chairman of the Hog and Coin program committee for this county.
Should you etect me as your oenty Judge. I assure the people of
this county that I will offer every aid toward a program which will
give to this county a safe. Sanitary, and respectable county 'jail. in addttion, IF intend to give-lsonosoble ;lattice to every citizen which may
come before me for decisions, and to administer the financial affairs 'of. this county with all of the equality that is humanly possible. I will attempt to find ways and means to reduce this county's heavy indebtedness which drains heavily upon our limited resources. I will attempt
to find the most intelligent and just men and women to serve upon
portant committees such as the budget committee and the ter equalization board. In short, I not only intend to so live as to pres&rve the dignity of the Calloway 'County Fiscal. County and Quarterly Courts and
to give effort that will rendettAnaterial, serViee and benefits to this
county, but to also associate myself with assirterlis who must do likewise.
shall alWays feel charitable toward any suggestion from any per-- son, and upon these suggestions I expect to set my course should the
citizens of this county elect me to thE.office of County Judge. I will
'serve the people of this county in the manner which they shall determine.
May I thank every person of this county who may take the opportunity of speaking a.pleasant word fm• me and far any help they may
Rive to me in this campaign. I intend to speak with every one of you
during this campaign and Rhould I be unable to personally ask for
your vote, I oeuvre you that it will not be an oversight bet an unintended lack of time to see you.
.
• Sincerely ---

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
.
I
,

Your Money I. SAM When
...You Deposit It With•Us

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSI,'I AWE CORP
1

•

-

-'
Beetle
-To the voters' og the Liberty -Killer, guaranteed. 10c. Makes'4
Magisterial District:
.1-2 gallon of ready spray. J. T.
I take this method cif announcing4 'Wallis
Murray.
tfc
my candidacy for Magistrate of the
DECK CHAIRS $
Liberty District. subject to the ac- FOR SALE: Mewing machine in
tion of the Democratic primary on good clindition. cheap. See Mrs.
Special for
Lena Robinson. 503 Olive St. Up
August 2. 1941.
In making my announcement
FOR
SALE: 04 acre farm, 3 mile;
there are some things I would like
to call your attention to which I north of Folsomdale on U. S. 45.
would favor. I have no official rec- Plenty of good buildings. See J.
ord, as I have never held any pub- 11. Alexander, Route 2, Boaz, Ky.
19-p
lic office.
I promise the voters, if elected. FOR SALE: Used washing
maGLIDERS — Covered in
that I will use the same economy chines, electric and gasoline.
Easys,
washable
in handling the taxpayers' money Kenmores, Faultless, Apex, U.,..,
that I use in my
pst business. and ABC Prices are right. Come in
eatherette .
;
I believe in an equa distribution and see them. M. G. Richardson
of the county's road'fund to the I& Co.. Murray Auto Parts
Co. p
various districts. I think the district's money should be distributed
over the district as nil equal as
possible.
The modern bathroom
I believe in better churches,
schools, and roads, and will enis
a necessity in today's
deavor to make Calloway County
North 4th St. TWO STORES South 3rd St.
a better place in which to live.
living
. . . and another'
I am making the race on my
own merits. I am not being run by
room in the home to be
any one or group -that expects
01.••••••••1•11.154=1.5.1=1.5.m.
,..=••••
special favor. I think the people
proud of!
on each road is entitled 'to what
bridge work is to be done on the
road, provfned they will do it at a
reasonable price.
I solicit your vote and influence.
Respectfully yours.
CLARENCE O'DANIEL.
--

-14.5°

CRASS

•

I have been Reeving the people of the Swann Magisterial District
for the last four years as their' elective representative in the Calloway
County Fiscal Court In this capaoley-4 have been able to acquaint myself with the problems which come before a county judge, and in so
doing have become -so interested in_the affairs of your county's chief
judicial officer that I have concluded to make the ram for Calloway
County Judge, subject to the action of the Democratic primary election
August 2, 1941.

-----

Latest model Porch CHAIRS
I. —made of tubular
te--- steel, a bargain

person

XO THE VOTERS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY:

• -,

- osimbug-

-Clarence McDaniel
Run For Magistrate,
Liberty;Dtstrict

KEY STONE
to
SUCCESS

a

•
-
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'Notices

_
NOTICE: All persons interested in
the estate of C. T. Hendrick, deceased, will take ,notice that I have filed
in the Calloway County Court my
final settlement as administratrix,
and asked to be discharged as such.
FOR
RENT-Furnished , garage This June 9, 1941. Mary Hendrick,.
apartment, furnace heat, also furn- Admx,
T. Hendrick, deceased.
ished efficiency apartment. See
„ ltp
Mrs. J. D. Rowlett, 711 W. Main
St. Phone 157-W.
tic
UNEXPECTED CHANGE make*
FOR RENT: 3-room furnished a- available fine Rawleigh Route in --partment, 2 blocks from square, Trigg Cou ty. Good business se-*
electric stove and refrigerator, hot cured in tIlls district for several.
years. Esc( tional opportunity for.
water, private bath, private
trances front and rear. See H. E. the right njan. See Dealer Marion'
-Xy.,--or write Raw----Wall, 400
Itic-Photitr .32es.--Tye __Hewett.
leigh's, Dept. KYF-181-201A, Freeport, Ill.
11Z-19-26-Jy11FREE MOVIES: B
z
i -presenti
this
coupon at the
x
the
Varsity Theatre. Saturday. Rudy
Hendon, Route 3..Hazel, - will receive two free passes to see "The
People is. Dr. Kildare," compli- STREAMLINED '/941"-WRECKER
SERVICE. New equiSeliefit- 244 -$
ments of the Ledger & Times.
hour. fast. .dependable Wrec
•
FOR RENT: Unfurnished 4-roorn Service. Charges. reasonable. Dal
phone 97, Night phone- 5411-W
cottage, hot water. 2 blocks from
square. See H. E. Wall, 400 S. 4th, Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet ales
•
Phone 328-I.
U
1 tc arid Fervice.t-

-FOR MILER
PRENTISThRT
NOBY T. WEST
R. H. (ROB) LAMB
JOHN R. HUTCHENS
CHARLIE G. JONES
JIM McDANIEL
EDD C. RICKMAN
Wm. H. "JAKE" DUNN

FOR SALE: A beautiful building
lot, well located. See Mrs. H. P.
Wear. 200 N. 5th St., phone 73. tfc

Graham Denham
N For C

For Rent

FOR SHERIFF
L. ROBERTSON
CHARLIE ADAMS
WENDELL B. PATTERSON
CARL B. KINGINS

FOR SALE: 1938 Chevrolet 2-door
sedan, a real buy 1936 Ford tudor,
driven only 21,000 mile* dean ae
a whistle 1936 Ford fordor DeLuxe
in tine shape. 1938 Pontiac Moor
DeLuxe sedan. Better see these
cars early as they are priced to
sell quickly. Studebaker Sales and
Service, 103 E. Main, Phone 409,
Murray.

Why it.ibgk. his day eosnplete? Eat at

PHONE 55

The Ledger & Times is author- FOR RENT: 2-room first floor
ized to announce the following furnished apartment to couple.
candidates, subject to the action Modern. See Mrs. Minnie Doran,
of the Democratic primary, Satur- E113 W. Main.
day, August 2, 1941:

FOR SALE: If interested in electric
stove or refrigerator, see me before buying. Have $15 ticket, apply
on either, one-half price. See Mrs.
Vera Rogers, 205 So. 6th St., or
Peoples Savings Bank.
ltp

,I

den atioire leas:
in advance
ari
aiiendseardtatonno
bcehfa:rgee,1025ac. Anoa
ldde
d iy
tioona
f ilasa:
te
le
not paid for

Announcement

FOR SALE: Farm at Bargain! 170
acres 2 miles north of college campus, well improved. Known as the
C. W. Drinkard home place. Price
reduced from $10,000 to $8.750 for
quick sale. See J. D. Hamilton,
Murray, phone 440J, or see Mr.
Drinkard at the farm: --Julep

NEXT SUNDAY IS .

I am considering announcing for Representative and will decide soon. If there is
not sufficient demand, I would not want

WITH A LONG RECORD OF
SALES SUCCESSES —

ClassiTed
1 -Ads-QUICK

PHONE 55

Come in every time you are in town.
wish_to_buy used SuperfsuLoil
Burner Refrigerators.

THURSDItY.TtiNg7*--114f

.I BRING YOUR SELLING AND

Watches by Sislova, Elgin, Hamilton
Pen & Pencil Sets - Diamond Sets
Silverware
West Side Court Square

•
N
kii_stibl in our store these hot-Days!

u-orees

•

_..
PAGE SIX

-

,TeRe.

FURNITURE CO.

TAXPAYERS

FizN you
.- WANT .A

BUILD A.NEW

LOAN
DEAL WITH A •

BATHROOM

MIENDLY

of The City of Murray

.1Z,441"
:
•

BANK!

Ask us to thci•iyou the

,

lir
11.5— 55,

CITY, AUTO, PRIVILEGE AND OCCUPATIONAL
TAXES WERE DUE ON MAY 15, 1941 . ..

new beautiful, streamlined fixtures
styled
for your comfort and
convenience . . . priced
to suit your pocketbook
and taste.

00-

—'.

WE ARE AGENTS

A-pENakurt_oF

1.99‘.016ES ON AMEN,-UM

FOR KOHLER

.

FIXTURES

•

Pay Now

"A fellow can't be prepared for everything that might happen, so it's mighty
easy 16 get 'caught short'. But when that
happens, go to the Bank of Murray right
money you need and get
Old Of th* fed! Folks at the Bank aLkisir•
understand your problems and do trinssything to help you."

•,,

t. .551
•••

•
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

and Save Additional Cost
By Order Of
. -CITY COUNCIL

'Bank- of Murray

PLUMBER

"Big enough to take care of you — small
enough to be aware of "you"

500 — Phones — 1884
•••••

-GRAMM DIIXIIAM.

'

4.__
-

,

•
-

;.-

5

•

frtc • MISS i
•

•
55.

-

a

sett

P.-m.1P ea-
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MURRAY SHOPPING NEWS

wAVO

_

,

Murray, the tgrOggisoe at Tacna. _

1

-..1

WANTED—AT ONCE-

•
DRUCiiCO

EXPERIENCED OPERATOR FOR
BEAUTY WORK.

TURNER-ORR BEAUTY SHOP

r

Wail 'Drug
WE HAVE IT - WE WiLL GET IT
COT BE HAD
It Pays To

Starting Saturday, June 14,
the Murray Lumber Co. and
the Calloway County Lumber Co. will close their yards
and offices at 12 Wins- itach
Saturday during the summer

4 10 410"
'

PROTECT
VITAMINS, MINERALS AND

Read the-__Cignifie4.00inuil

Prescriptions
Accurately and Carefully
-11,btppounded of Purest
-'
Drugs

Kit NATURAL FOOD FLAVORS

You should know
spicy, herbal

with

VITAMIZED COOKING
R's simple and easy with a new
•

Westinghouse
,Range
This attitude, "I am not under any obligation to
anybody," *Ay make a fellow feel mighty free
and independent, but I am happy to say that 1
aria -newaw-l*sp41.-4.eling-T4r-amibre-fact
.diiiinly permit me to lire:--fh-e'redWiltRei1lowayf
mangillinn.:4.njny wnrship in ,the r.hurches. they
support; send my childreh to the schools they pro- vide, and give ta me security in my home,--te en- 1
rtireb, sufficient to take all 'the conceit of personal
ii4ependeica ogt., of me. ancl_laii dOwn an_un‘
ending ch enge to contribute my "two-bits". toward carrying our mutual load.

A TOP-SEWNO LAXATIVE
All OVER THE SOUTH

0
You get the right heat every
time from 5-Speed Corm
units-clean, electric heat.
-- • .
-

_7-7-1-

0

RADIO
REDUCTION!

Cook complete meal for 5
people in Economy Cooker
-for about I cent.

0
ONLY A FEW SETS LEFT
Control beg True-Temp Oven
Battery)
(Electric
and
-by *oats Dial. Balanced
' Moat riliamittically main•
*HILE
THEY
LAST
.
.
•
•
litiigular $34.95 Sets—
-*---Trliffr".

aigeesety,

USTILW

' _NAILTHOOD:

"Where Man Trade

Murray, Ky.

5.rocrt "decos
1.ausi.• 5unto.5otautomatically.
or shots art hoot

$21.47-: -

Start and.-1110-011.-11110.
mattcally with Timer Cladi.
(Extra on some models.)

-Regular $29.95 Sets—
NO* .
$1
'Insular $19.95 Sets— '

Now

NEW NO

• $12.50

Regular $22.95 Sets-

290 Million

MOTOR
PRYOR COMPANY
206 East Main

0=0
DIRECT IFROMSSERRIOr -LINE
TO OUR SHOWROOMS!

,lit:c

Phone 21

0=I0

NOME

APPLIANCES

0=1

0=I0

0

Stokes-Smith
YOU
CAN HAVE AHOME LIKE THIS!
•

Houstrfaint

If You Make $25.00
a Week, This Home
Is Within YOUR
MEANS!
• •

•

•
•
In response to.so inany-wecent Inquicies from friends in various
sectipzur_a_the eoun_ty aaW.whetherTlisg_gaing ui_es,ter thh raze for
Coiiiitir‘iuri-CIerk, I wish to take this opportunity ofpresenting to
• the votem\of Callqw"ay.C.ounty .myself sa a candidate forjhe nominee
' to this office, subject to your will and approval on,Augusi-2, 1,41; in
the Dernotintic -prinutrY.
.
9z
•
Foal1'I wish to express my dee04-epprettation fepfhe
-vote-of -cOnfidence-1 reeeired !rota the'voters ot-tt416tpity when
waVii ene5Mat-e- .forthlwatiCe bOtli four' iiiiireiilit-years ago. This.
tawyriug_ sititto insaunare_Ity_ttriktylue atteste
11Cialillee for thisiLL--- .41Iff,i4e.-1 further wish to state that I in'no way holdill will toward any
one -Who did net Support me ip„theat former c9alests and realise that,
u'great 'number ofthem would liked to have voted for me, but-for- ,•
yeascias sufficient to themselves, felt they irere unable to. do ao. But I
%ery earnestly solicit and am expectinv.,iour support this brae.
As opponents for thia'office
two. splendid ladies. and I
.earnestly believe In if electing-either of us thfee you wilLhave a good
-County -Clerk, but e•cratisel'our .it aieme-that it is itist in me to be selfish .
enough to want the aupportzof all THIS TIME.;
• Aa late es I a getting started in this campaign, and hgving to
earn a livithood ars
I can, I probably will not be able to visit to
• the hnnio‘b( all, as) ould
but Willendeavor .to see every sine of
you I tat:
_
In asking4(1u ta. n ihate-me--for this offic44.realize that I am:_peging,Ifor.proilablY,the best paying office:to be given at the hands
of theAT.opIe(,11,of
einiuty, and in view of this fact Iversonally
110
, co tinue,to ask-for and hold suh
1.0.1 tl .,liould
cce
an-offi too.
*lipl .411' t e revenue therefrom goes into the, hands *
-of thesame
71 desire to make thi, rat only upon.my-ttualcfications`inci
feel that I ittn:entitled teyour
ind trust that each and every
-Very best consitteratiun4Res tftilly,
LURIE F. THURMOND.
-

YOU SAVE what

YOU SAVEohen
Nov Guy it ... Look it
th4t amazingly low
price!

,YOUSAVErtpain

you apply it .. SUP
spreads further and covers better!

I u
\

lngs.. . SW)' washei
qUickly and easdyl
_
.

home . . SWP proteam it better, longer/
•
High quafity and4prietwehhili
Let as estimate the coat ofa coat
go together. But here's one case or two of beautiful, lastingly durytiz can buy the highest of able SWF'. for your borne. just
high quality house ant at•wee • phone us. No obligation. Ask us
ngiow as that of
Anary.paintl;aboutourEsay-payralsUeignam
•

elite, colorful wall
finish for kitchen,
bathroom,woodwork.

..o7440e

'

CUMBER PLYWOOD
ROOFING
FLOORING
INSULATION

Q U A VT

LET US 51.1CGOT A RUMBLE PAINTING CONTRACTOR

EXAMINE THIS FIVEALOOM
COLONIAL STYLEMITTAGE
Of sturdy construction throughout, with a
basement and
this home is ideal for
the small fa
•
moderate income. You
are welcorne to examine this and other house
plans available to prospective home builders.

LI

The Fiaskissit declared homes as
the essential factor in Federal
defense. The new FHA Amortizing Type Loan insures small
type income security.
ASK US ABOUT IT!

•„DON'T DELAY!

IVIOVLDING
MILLWORK
ROCK WOOL 0
-PLUMBING
_, PAINTS

Ile

ntwaynGATE_T-ppAy! _

•
Everything in
Building

MURRAY PAINT &
WALLPAPER cp.
101 N. 4th St.

ROOM
rroir•10'3*

• Just A-Few Of The Many Services We Can Offer You—

0

Borrow the famous Sherwin withal= Paint and Color Style
Guido front us. No obligation!

OLD

The new amortizing type
of FHA than will enable
you In own this home on
practically your own
terms! We will gladly
- supply •estimates on a new
&sow terst your income.

YOU SAVE your

$1.15

DIN[NG Rite
g'croq.'

Phone 323

Needs

•

PHONE72
trinil\
T-41r
17
17
k•
T1if'1 iliirRi
kk "'\\,.,

\n.4,71
• *•
q.k...I ••‘. . ..\

N
\

MURRAY

4g. -

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS

Fine

'

Homes

•
11
ii=o==;soc:
. 20,==z0
$

•

N
KY

Builders
of

,

•

,

5-

_

•

•

•
•

•

WINO
1••••••••

MURRAY

snip

ilikotPikG

AMAZE
A MI U
SCIENTIFACTS. •••• BY ARNOLD
HE

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
AND REPAIR

NEWS

try soisfug will be increased Sediment tests of milk have been
cent in FUltDie-,coutily made at several meetings of homeI makers'. clubs in McLean 'county.

Starting Saturday, June 14,
the Murray Lumber Co. and
the Calloway County Lumber Co. will close their yardi
and offices at 12 noon each
Saturday during the summer

[FRIENDSHIP BOUNDARY 03INE

THE U.S. — —MAD* ISOunDARY Life TOOK
500 MEN EIGHTEEN MONTHS TO LAI. OUT, etelde
A PAIN 30 FEET WIDE TOROuirit 300 MILES Olt
DENSE FOREST, IRON PILLARS BEING PLACED Al
MILE INTERVALS.

•
.
.
SALAD DRESSING. Temple °pr.
debar Wender Plat.
jar les

15e1
NI00 California ORANGES
3 for
Sc; Dozen

TELEPHONE 500
Read the Ledger & Times' Classified

NOTICE ...

--by 30 per
this rear.

Adds
A conveniencè and coinfort for Dad to
resti-his-morning-siswwapst4i4ht.insho
square, adjustable to various angles. Imitation woo_stgrain finish with bronze metal

THE BEST TRADITIONS_ OF
THE OLD KENTUCKY
HOME

1,41 WINGS OF A
riNAI FLAP 16,000
TIMES PEE SECOND,
MAO SO Tem Teat
ovEa 5J,000 PLACID
ON OrvE ANOTHER
wouv0 ONLY BE
ONE -CM:RYER mica

are ever observed in the Service, Comfort
and convenience of the

trim.

33111
Green COOKING APPLES
',•2 gallon
10e; gallon
15e
Scott Co. Country Gentleman CORN
3 No. 2 cans
25c
Texas GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, 47-01.
Cream of Valley
_
_ 15c
Libby's No. 2 can
10c
ALL KINDS or SEED PEAS
Gallon
20c to 50c
GEHL -11OSTRFarstAltD- - _ _65-35
Ey, Rose FLOUR, 114-lbs.

intoa Hall, Closet

or Odd Corner

IT WARMS •

65c

CRANBERRY SAUCE
17-on. can

LIMIT TWO TO A CUSTOMER

SELECT A GIFT FOIt DAD Ui_DAY!

Oliva46 Voationcir.s

IKE el.OvER BIRD, A wELDLiMt
EMEND of ItiE CROLODILE, FLYS
,NTO THE teOrilTeR's °REMO:AMOY(
AND PICAS WS TIEN CLEAN.
Bell Syndicate —WNU Set,lee.

Purdoni Hardware
Buy all your needs locally.

&own

Louisville's Newest and Up-to-Date In All
Appointments and Most
Reasonable Rates
Write TURNER MILAM, Manager
for Reservations

• WIS HMI • el connow

Wie Will Pay, Delivered,
1M, Sat., June 13 and 14
Heavy Hens _

SMALL IN SIZE but a
giant in heating and air

16c
-

Leghorn Hens

11c

s conditioning abilities

7e

'Coals

Bittagote.

up

INEXPENSIVE to operate--automatically controlled
—by-116TtUrtts11.. POW' Ve

1Se•

1.11•••••• INLON/Iti.1•11
,
,
•••

tharmostats.,

13e

Legherns. egring

BEAUTIFUL-to look at,
keep clean neve.req6iires attention and is
absolutely odorless.

-.easy to

QUALITY . .
ur geRITs
ten er a "tttinitty

WHEAT TAKEN ON DEPOSIT .
_MAYFIELD
MILLING COMPANY
Write, Or Phone 25, Mayfield, Ky.

1•••••••••••••••••••••••••=.••

service.
At A Cost,.within
the means of ev-,
eryone.—,the kind
of service which
will receive the approval of ,all with
whom we come in
contact.

CLEANS and humidifies-all warmed air and forced

11114Y maneuvers on a scale vastly
greater than ever attempted in this
country are antler way and will continue for several incinlEs.The-Siena
of these maneuversis the nine solidiern states served by Southern Bell....
It will be both a test and trainbigfor she army as well as for the civilian population which provides the
vital means of communication.
transportation and supply.

boot to every cornarof thou'
-'.---reostr - by els:
. 'slow

Weimar.

CALL OR WRITE

SANDERS

essential to the success of these
maneu.ers is an adequate, depend•

able system of telephone communication. This the Southern Bell Company is providing whenever, wherever and in whatever amount the
fasy shifting armies require'This
Sineereiy,
-_ -mhos that the Telephone Company,
—
like the army,.,is keeping iti'senrcei
AFTERNOONS
J. H. Churchill
of supply, transportation fad:fines
ildren
and
man
power
ready
day
and
night
Funeral Home
so It Lan act on the moment. Past
ony (tax ineladed).-...'
years of training and experience in
Floor (tax included)
Telephone 7
reeling emergenciee have already
Murray-. Ky.
prepared our army of felephope4,
workers for this big task..
It is the,Telephone Company's
plan tt, vase care wl.the army's needs
NOTICE. .
with little, if any, serious interter.
Starting Saturcfk—y, June 14, ence with the public's accustomed
the Murray Lumber Co. and use of the service. During these
mathe Calloway County Lum- neuvers,
however, there may be ocber
close their yarde casions when
for short periods of
and offices at 12 noon each
time our facilities will be mainly
Saturday during the summer
required to meet the army's sudden
and unexpected needs. Should this
- happen in your comidunity, your
Defense Financing
The Budget Bureau- estimated the
. wholehearted cooperation will be(—
Fedetal - 'deficit - tor the varmint helpful contribution to the suet ma- •
year. would be $747.000.000 lest, than ful advancement of preparedness..
previouslY'estimated because of -Shoe
higher-tins- collortian and ruts 'ThSouthern Bell Telephone
rum-defense -egpenditures.
and Telegraph Coinpany.

-

Ai& about our purel;oo,

TRANSFER
STORAGE
COMPANY

Nashville, Tennessee

NIGHTS SUNDAYS - HOLIDAYS
Children
1111
Balcony (tax Included)
• 311
Ltwer Floor (tax included)
36.

10c
21e
30e

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

&ran • O'KEEFE
ihri.;,,,WOOD WORTH
KELLY • 101S

Fighting, loving, laughing their way straight
Into your heart!

K • SE
INSEY
VNI

SATURDAY ONLY

a

"REACHING IT': SUN"
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DEKKER • BILLY CHERI
EDDIE BRACKEN • ALBERT
WELLMAN
by WILLIAM A

Produced

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

When you COM to Louisville, the one place you &mit
want to miss is the famous Bluegrass Room at the
Brown Hotel!

Directed by
HAROLD S.

ancollIT

touisville
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HOTELS INC.

Bra. H. Grady Manning, Pres.
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Hold your heart
speeds

TUESDAY ANIYVVEDNESDAY

All this (it's heaven, tool) for as little as two oe three
dollars per couple! 'So make the Bluegrass Room s
"must" on your oeu visit to Louisville!

BROWN HOTEL

Hold your br..n•h
When this hiah flyer

Here yoga fled ything your herrn desires for the
time of your life.- rood of the sort you dream about!
Music that simply won't let you sit still! And two
really wonderful floor shows nightly!
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A DEPENDABLE Newspaper, Dedicated Four
Square to the Best Interests of Calloway County
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THURSDAY, JUNE 12, 1941

THE LEDGER * TIMES

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PAGE FIVE
Mrs Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., is Roberts left Monday for Chicago,
invited•to attend all these services. day at 11 a. m.
Murray of other denominations tel
spending this week with her pa- 'Ill., 'where they win attend the
The service hours are 9:30 a. m.
cooperate with us, Rev. James D.
Kirksey
rents, Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Staaw, of marriage of Miss Ruth Hepburn
and 7:30 p. In. All -other services
The Society of Christian Service Jenkins, our preacher for the meetHickman.
and
'Lis Parkison on June 14.
aible*School-9:35 a:- 'in."Mr. W. of the clittrch will be as usual and met with Mrs. Homer Radford last ing, is one of the brilliant young
B. Moser, acting superintendent.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Rowlett and Bill will
at the usual hour.
Saturday afternoon.
ministers of the Memphis Confer-.
(Continued from Page 41
visit
in
Madison,
Wis.,
during
their
Mrs. Ivan Carter and family were:
Morning
Worship-10:50 a. m.
Martin, Pastor
Xpworth League at 7:30 p. m.
ence, and in all of his sermons will
absence, and Mrs. Rowlett will reC.
F.
Hargrove,
of
the
U.
S.
Navy,
Seri:non
Topic-"What
Do We ()We
Preaching third Sunday night at manifest a Christian attitude to-,
several weekt at Hot Springs, Ark.
now, stationed in the Hawaiian main in Chicago for special art .FRANKFORT, June 11.- Ready Ow Country?" ...This sermon will
wards those of other denominations.
8 o'clock.
MURRAY CIRCVIT
Mi. and Mrs. Lambert Morton, Islands, Miss Clara Belle Lawry, of study during the summer. The rest
half-million
fkillow
distibution
today,
a
the
lead
for
given
by
the
comOur chief purpose is not to gel
IL L. Lax, pastor
of Lexington, were guests for sev- Pembroke, N. C., and Mr. and Mrs. of the party will return to Murray.
copies
of
the
most
elaborate
and
on
the
ments
message
of
Sunlast
people
into the Methodist Church,
eral days last weak of Mr. and
METHODIST
CHURCH
NOTES
I. T. Crawford. Afternoon callers
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stewart inclusive pamphlet depicting Ken- day. Visitors are'cordially invited. „Worship service at Lynn Grove
but to bring them to Christ. and ta
Mrs. Nat Ryan.
Sunday, June 15, 1941
were: Mr. and Mrs. John Suiter and daughter, Linda Lou, are visit- tucky's pictorial a n d historical i Young Peoples Conference will next Sunday at 11 a. m. and at
get them into the Kingdom of God.
Mrs. Will Fulton, Mrs. Leo Ful- and Ozro Butterworth.
ing relatives in Bowling Green and charm for tourists -win be Made be held at Kuttawa, Ky., June 15- Goshen at 8 p. m.
Surely all Christians can support
ton, and Jack Fulton, of OwensThe
revival
at
the
Methodist
'available
.:
„to
.
hotels,
automobile
Frankfort.
21.
A
line
_group
fat
_Lynn_
will attend least,
..such.a porssis,--az thisMr. and Mrs. B. F. Scherffius,
boro, were week-end guests of Mr.
dhirreh WiTI-continue
'Wedclubs
and
chambers
of
commerce
ins
Sunday
We Invite you to worship with us.
afterporar--Misses Beatrice and Bertle Frye,
Mrs. Gingles Wallis and daughter,
drove June 18-20 and at Goshen
and Mrs. Arthur Farmer.
No Night Service this Sunday be- from Jdne 23-27. These schools nesday night, June'18, with preach-J. Mack Jenkins, -Pastor.
Carolyn, are spending this week of the nation, as well as being disMr. and Mrs. W. G. Miller and spent Tuesday in Nashville.
ing
services
at
10
a.
m.
and
7:45
Miss Lillian Watters and her with Mrs. Walter floone in Eliza- tributed throughout this state. Ac- cause of revivals at other churches are for all children from 4 to 14 p.m.
family have been visiting his pacording
to
S.
A.
Wakefield,
Directhe city.
years of age. Classes will meet
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Miller, sister. Mrs. Leonard Carson, and bethtown and Mrs. Waylost .Ray- tor of the Division of Game and in
re•
The children's service will be at
NOTICE . . .
„.
family. They visited here two children, of Alexandria, Va., left burn in Louisville.
DAILY VACATION LHURCH from 2 to 4:30 p. m. each day.
9:15 each morning and the young Starting Saturday, June 14,
Game,
this
booklet
should
be
of
Bible study at Goshen each people will meet at 7 p.
Mrs. Arthur Farmer, Mist Phyl- great value and'interest to those SCHOOL will begin June 23 and
s. Ben Keys Miller and Ora Friday for several days' visit with
m. Our the Murray Lumber Co. and
lac Miller,- W. G.'s brother and Mr. and Mrs. Everett Watters in lis Farmer, Mrs. E. L. Noel and persons interested in. hunting and continue for., two weeks at the Wednesday evening at'8 o'clock.
services will continue through SatYoung people meet at Lynn urday for a ten-day meeting. Every the Calloway County Lumson were guests Wednesday of fishing and other outdoor sports.
sister, returned with them. They Dyersburg.
church each morning except SatMr. and Mrs. Dewey Nelson have Mrs. Ethel Fulton of paducah.
Grove each Sunday evening at 7:30. day must count: Moody B. Cun- ber Co. will close their yards
returned home by way of Wichita,
In presenting the pamphlet, Ken- urday. Mrs. Thompson, with a
Church School at each church -ningham, in charge of our music, and offices at 12 noon each.
Kansas, where they visited Mrs. returned from a two weeks' vacasplendid group of helpers will be
tucky
takes
its
place
with
other
Gatlin
Clopton.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
tion trip through Tennessee, Alain.
Miller's mother and his sister.
cordially invites all the singers of Saturday during the summer
in charge. Plan now to send your every Sunday at 1000
states
in
the
union
which
have
reJanice
Clopton,
and
Miss
Grace
Miss Clara Belle Lawry, of Pem- bama, and the Carolinas.
Cole visited relatives in Rector and alized the value of selling to pro- children-ages 4-14.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
Ferrara
left
KUUESEY
broke, N. C., is spending her in beMETHODIST
CIRCUIT
Paragould, Ark., the week-end of spective tourists through this metween semester vacation with Miss last week for Ashbury Park, N. J., May 31.
dium of all the attractions with
E. F. Blankenship, peeler
Ruth Agnes Carter of Lynn Grove. where they will spend the sumFIRST BAPTIST COMICAL
.
Mrs. Bill Bates and children, of which such states are endowed.
return
to
Murmer.
They
plan
to
Mr. and Mrs. John Overby, of
To
Paul
Brannon,
informational
Our--Coldwater
Mon-obareirsObietved-r
Fort
Hancock,
Texas.
arrived
Metecg her ray in the fall to resume their day night for a visit with her pa- representative of the Department
Athens, Ten.,
Today marks the beginning oft
"Student Day" and "Layman's
parents, Mr. anttlEre Lather Rob- studies at Murray State College.
the_
revival
meeting
announced
Diry...
hot
gunday-,--r
onowtag the
• Mrs. Noah ltlilbert, Sr., of -Knox- rents, Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Outland. of State Highways, goes maier many months ago. The services,
ertson.
Mrs. James McFadden Dick. of credit for preparation of the highly
Children's Day program
. M. 0.
ville, Tenn., is the guest of her
preaching morning and evening, Vittetlitif
sister, Mrs. Vernon StillabIefIeld, Salisbury, Md., is spending severe entertaining and Informative bookwill
be
conducted
by
let
whose
Bro.
Paul
Fox
preparation
and
publidays
with
her
father,
Thomas
Mcaddress
to
a
packed
house.
Sr., and other relatives.
cation was authorized by State as well as the music. Dr. Arthur
Mt. Hebron
Misses Eleanor Gatlin and Pa.' Eirath. -Lyter
Fox
wit
iarrive
In
time
Highway
Conunteponer
to
preach
Mrs.
Guthrie
Churchill
is
the
Church
Schoo
lat
10 a. m.
tricia Mason will leave Sunday for
•
•
•
Monday evening.
QUALITY..
Preaching serviCe each 3rd SunDenver. Col., where they will study guest of her mother, Mrs. .W. B. DonaldairC
Brannon,
with
myriad
phototeam
is
comThe exangelistic
during the summer at the Lamont McGehee, of Cayce; Kys - --Mrs_ W. B. McGehee, .Mlas Mar. graphs at the stataga points of in• posed Of father and son. They
School of Music.
Wrest
and
thingswhich
should
be
jorie
McGehee,
Mr.
and
Kr*.
HawhaUe
conducted successful revivals 1111111111.111111111111111111111
Our ideal is to
James Dale Clopton and James
_
Boyd Buchanan left Monday for thorne Wallis. of CaYce,'were attractive to tourists, together wit* in 'hundreds of cities throughout
render a- quality
SOGGESS
Baltimore, Md., where they have guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. informative running comment on the nation since they entered the
the places and things mention
fiel a sevangelists.
positions with the Glenn L. Mar- Guthrie Churchill.
11 unity_neryise
has
turned
out
an
altogether
out
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Gordon
PennebakD. Arthur Fox before entering
PRODUCE CO.
tin Aircraft Corporation.
•at- a coat within,
the field of evangelism was one
Miss Lorena Wilcox, who teaches et' and children. of Moorehead. are standing piece of work.
The
cover
and
back
of
the
spending
friends
pain
several
whit
days
of
e
Ontstanding
pastors
within
• S. 13th St.
in Shawnee School, ,Louisville, will
Rhone 441
of74ivn,
arrive June 14 to spend. the sum- In Murray and relatives in Graves plllet are in color, with. Lae front the , Baptist cknornirurtion, he is
or title • page, bearing the inscrip therefore sympathetic with both
•
the
erinte
-Ai-ad
mer with her parents, Mr. and County,
Mrs. o.
Boone, Sr., and. San- tion, ."KentuCky Highway.We Will Pay, Delivered.
r and church in their varied
Mrs. J. LI Wilcox.
of service which
lord
of Blytheville, Ark., Bluegrass State," showing a river min try.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mile
Fri.,'Sat., Jesse 13 alai 14
scene,
in
color,
of
the
Ohio
at
WarHoward
and
Boone,
of
Anoxville.
will receive the apof Hamlin. Texas. and Mr. and Mrs,
Paul Fox has a very impressive
Jack Wilcox, Royal Oak, Mich., Daniel Boone, of Louisville, were saw, Ky. The back, also in brilliant and far reaching
program eit
Heavy Hens
proval of all with
will arrive Jane 15 to attend the week-end--guests of Mr. and Mrs. color, shows a reproduction of a music and personal work and has
wham we come in
Leghorn Hens
fiftieth wedding anniversary of 0. B. Boone, Jr. Mr. and Mrs. painting of a pair ot Kentucky car- been very successful in both tine
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. .1, L. Walter Boone and son, Dan.ny, of dinals, done by James J. Audubon. of work.
contact..
The
comprehensive
road
map,
to
Cocks
Elizabethtown,
who
joined
them
Wilcox.
We -feel that Murray as well as
Mr and Mrs. J. L. Wilcox will for the week-end, were guests of be found in the back of the book, Baptists are very fortunate in seSpringers. 2,lbs. up _ _
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Gat-. is done in color and printed on
hold
open
house
for
their
close
Sincerely,
curing this unusually strong team
friends and relatives Saturday af- lin. Mr. and Mrs, 0,.. B. Boone's . vellum Material which makes it to direct th revival meeting be29e .
Eggs
ternoon. June 21. in celebration of sons, Jimmie and 0. B.. accom- readily adaptable to frequent use ,
next Sunday, Jung 15. and
and
folding
without
its
wearing
out,
ginning
panied
Mrs.
Boone,
Sr..
on
her
re13c
.
Leghares, spring
J. H. Churchill
their fiftieth wedding anniversary.
These booklets may be had by continuing through Sunday, June
MN. Wilcox was formerly Miss turn to Blytheville for a visit.
writing to Kentucky Highway De- 29Funeral Horne
Lorena Schroeder.
Every person is most cordially
partment, Frankfort, or to the DiMiss Margaret Graves is the guest
Maion of Publicity, Frankfort.
Telephone 7
of her sister. Mrs. Dick Hagan, and
Mr. Hagan of KliZabethtown..
Murray. Icy.
- Hospital News
Mr and Mrs_john Rowlett.. BI.J1
Ithwtetr "g/R1
111INTy'Lliniaern
•Admissions to the William Masan
Memorial Hospital, during the past
week:
Mrs. Gordon Littleton. Puryear,
PHONE' 12
PROMPT 'DELIVERY
Tenn.; Mrs. Chas. Bourland. Benton; Arnold Walker, Hardin; Mrs.
Arthur Fraziet, Benton; Jerry TarSUGAR, 10 pounds pure cane
55C
Y.- Lynn Greve; Mrs. Cecil Hol10c
COFFEE, Our Leader, pound .....
land, Alibo; Mrs. Redic Pace.
Hardin; Ruth Thompson, Murray;
FLOUR, Lynn Grove or Exclusive, 4844. bag $1.45
Frank Dumas, Murray; Mrs. Aub25e _
VANILLA WLAFER.5_,
rey Willoughby. Murray; Ostia
p
_ _2 P°41
.
114+
Garrigus, PalmerivIlle,'"Ziesiti7f-Ta"r25c
CORN FLAKES,
bozos"
-7
large,
Baker, *array.' Imogene
25o
--TOILET TISSM--gima-quelby-0-41--fer--7
urray; "7:25Vir -"Kearns, "Bremir777-7
-25 Mn. John Huifttei: Murray; Halic•.,
• ,"•".
13e
CRACKERS, 2 pound loa
•
Hughes, Murray; Margaret San.
111
SALAD DRESSING, quart
lqc
den. Knoxville, Tenn.; C. L. Frati-'
cis, Murray; Lemon Nix; Murray; SALAD DRESSING, Tempi- GarPEANUTS, Salted, pound
I .‘ .
Mrs Joseph P'rovine, Dearborn,
gen or Wonder Fluff. 5-Os. jar 100,
19c
CANDY, cocoanut bon-bons, pound......
Mich: Chas. Scott, Kuttawa• Mrs.
1,5c; Quart
2.5c
Mitchell Hart, Murray; Mrs. W. rult
10c
CHOCOLATE CANDY, pound
Kratt. Benton: Jean Coben. PurORKKGEs
21c
PEANUT BUTTER, quart
year, Tenn.: Ruth Cove, Tampa, Nice
Dozen
Its.; J. Kelley. Cedar Grove; Alice 3 fire
10c
MUSTARD, quart
Chanceler. Murray; Baby Chan•
25c
SARDINES, 6 bolli2
celer, Murray: Robert Lynn San. Green COOKING APPLES
den. Knoxville, Tenn.
10e• gallon
ti gallon
. Ilie
25c
MACKEREL, 3 cans
Patients discharged during the
J,ELLO, all flavors, box
5c
Scott ('o. Country Gentleman CORK
past week:
Baby Smith, .Murray;
15c
3 No. 2 cans
.
PICKLES, sour or dill, quart
GIVE DAD A TREAT FOR
•
4Ik
James, Murray: Ruby
Nitnney,
55c
FLOUR, Red Beauty, 24-lb. bag •-• • •
. BY VISITING US!
Murray; Owen Henry Edwards, Ft.- Texas csitArgystirr MICR kt-88-i'
FATHER'S DAT
Henry, Tenn.; Mrs. Phillip Col- Cream et Valley
23c
TEA, Lipton's, 1 /4 lb. pkge and'glass
lette. Murray; Geraldine Palmer. Libby's No. 2 can _
- cool, smooth look -from being perYOU jot-Chitille
•FLY and MOSQUITO SPRAY .. 10e-to 211e_
Mitirray; Rut)) Thompson, Murray;
fectly grimed every minute of '_the day. Have
Jerry Tarry, Lynn Grove; Mn.
PEAS
OF SEED
glINDS
ALL
JACK Zit JILL, the wonder bleach, quart
10C
frequently
more
during
the
shampooed
your hair
Aubrey WHolughby. Murray: Mrs
20c to 50c'
VINEGAR, gallon in jug
'summer. Wear it nix-a flattering coiffure. Keep
Gordon LittletOn, Puryear, Term.;
44.
To the Voters of Calloway County:
lialk_LARD
--your nails beautifull-y manicured. A tot to do? Not
$5.35
.'20c
VINEGAR,'bulk, gallon
Mrs, E. M Noe. Murray; Arnold
Walker, Hardin; Mrs. Robert CaldAfter very carefully consideriarg the very urgent solicitations of my
When you get the Murray-Beauty habit. Start com65e
24-lbs.
_
Semi
Ky.
well, 'Hazel; Goldie Houston, Ft.
MEAT DEPARTMENT
friends. I have decided to make dr race for the office of County Tax
_
ing in thin week!
Henry, Tenn; Mrs,
$125
.Hurt,
_
Commissioner of Calloway
eubject to the i August, 1041. primary
FOR
MEATS
BEFORE
YOU
BUY
US
SEE
New
concord: Fenas -Fauglut. Mur, .
281
•
TELEPHONE
election.
•
ray: Mrs John Hughes, Murray;, CRANBRIMILY
•
•-•-•-/Pao
----. 15c
•
PAYING
HIGHEST
PRICES
FOR
EGGS
17-oz. cart
0
Hilda Hughes, Murray; Lovie
• May I at this tints take this ogerctunity of thanking each and -glop•
Bremen... Margaret Sanders, ,VE41. LOAF, Armakeirt• Treat
one that has contributed in any via .to my' SU CCOE.1i, in previout ream.,
-4 1
Knoxville, Tenn.; Lemon Nix, Mur_ 1.5e: Mos. cest----zse
that I have made in this county.
ray; Chas. Scott. Kuttawa: Mrs. 7-oz. can .
Maple
St
Long,
Prop.
500
"14.uui Mae
'Willw - Vaughn, Murray; Ruth Cove,
A county officer as only a person that has been chosen by the voters'
Tampa. Fla.
of the county to ,attend to the business\of: the county-for them.- I have'.
always tile.)to express my appreciaion4o all the people of Calloway
........1441111.•••‘•••••••••••••••••••••••
s
County by extending to them the grcatast. courtesy possible, always
glad to,tie of service to them, whether great or small. '
NEXT SUNDAY IS.
I feel that I am not a stranger to you good people, and that you know
FOOD--MARKET
,rnEsscfiird and my aualificasticisi'for

=0

-piRST CHRISTI4N CHURC11
C!tarles Therapies.'Pastor

Pamphlets Depicting
Charms of Kentucky
Are Off the Press

I

----WANTED---A-T-ONCEff---4xpERIENGED=opERAT0R-4

,

-BEAUTY WORK.

TURNMORR BEAUTY SHOP ----

CLAUDE A

ANNoubic.Es AS cAilD

TAX COMMISSIONER

•-•••

wasupassiona

riot tevermxty

Calloway countristb.r
scribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads id

Murray food Market

Grocery

.

..

MURRAY WIT SHOP

;Odeon's

SFILOR11.-

TOLLEY itHCAR$9.11

1

441ANQUET

DO YOU WANT TO SAVE

„

SOME REAL CASH?
307 E. Main

Prompt Delivery

CHECK THESE VALUES

Rudy's Air-Conditioned Restaurant!

BEEF

•TOPMOST

15,
-POTATO4ALAD TZ.no,s,:n 33
,
GRAPE JUICE
15c
CORN LAKcet
PICKLES
20c'20c
SWEETHEART OAP
10c
3 ears
-FRESH CORN
PEN JELL - SUR
15,
APPLE BUTTE,*
GELATINES
• caIç for.25c
SPAGHETTI
'
'
1 2,pocka
SUPERSUDS
15c
MINCE MEAT
BOILED HAM
BISCUITS
Quart

2!
e:lkagea
bop

Dill or So:

MATCHES, 6 boxes

.. . ...

SUGAR, 10 pounds
•

13c

.4.2 oz.

bars

.....

SODA, Arm & Hammer, itoir.

fa 4
'

CAA's- FOODS

Topmost

Phone 110-,
/

Why not make his -4/isy complete? Eat at

4

. .10c

SALT,3 fOr--

lOc

ORANGEVICE,46-pz. can

19c'

Grapefruit Juice, Monarch, pint . . ,..15c
STEAK, round or sirloin, lb.

30c

FRYERS, pound

.
35c

)
1,EACHES, 2 pounds _.

.13c

GREEN BEANS, 2 pounds

13
c

TOMATOES, pound
-

10c

SAUSAGE, 2 pounds

25c

LEMONS, dozen.

20c

5c

Any

13c'

SQUASH,; pounds .

2 pkges 23c

Oz. jar

• 11

Armour's

2 Ores

POUND

"M&Vs

Whole Whoa
or White

BEATEN

TELEPHONE 37

- WE HANDLE BANQUET BEEF

-

In announcing- myself asa candidate for theofficers( Tax Commis•sianerL I,realize that this office has developed by-reason of-much legislation into a very important office, and ens t t affects materially every
citizen af-the- county. Reetztng the Thpu.1wuf this'offitv,--/ pro-Traria. •
if elected, to fulfill these dutidalIC the best of at* ability, always keeptag.-;
in mind.tlet Interests of the taxpayers of the Coteity.
.'
• I believe in any officirdischargirer his full duty21'his duty, soje
.1 as..the Tag Commissioner's ofiice,ls eanceiner`g rekaires courtesy to the
various;citizens calling- at --s-aid -officeititr transact business, and•a con-.
wipes/ter:4.ot the duty and respercsibllity which the Tax Commissioner
owes, both to. the individual citizen rid to his county
,
:

.

•

-• •

••"

7

.10

Ai a World War veteran, who spent 15 months In France during the
other World War, fighting,„ as we thought. a war to end all wars tbut it
seems that ettr-tighting was partially in vain), I'want to pay tribute to
all the young Men of Calloway County who have registered, and to
those who have already been called, to the colors for the defense of
OUT country.
,
.. I am asking the people of Calloway County to vote for me On MY
Own merits and qyalificapcitut And if I ,am elected_leiillevale my
time to the administration of the alfilis of'the- ttiin such It way
that you will never have cause to regret having elected Artmay not
be able to, see personally all of the voters of tie county. Should , I fail
see yirii% I earnestly 'Solicit your vote and in4nencs. fez arbich kwillary
ever be grateful, and pledge to you upon my honor that4..w* !awake
yOtifirlendvboth'in office and aut..,
•-••• • ,
*

--IVE DELVE
•

-

•

have always been opposed to a blanket raise of our county because
I think it is unjust and unfair to the eitiseriship of the county as a
whole, and I think the people as a whole have their -property listed at a
fair valuation. In view of this fact. if the people see fit to elect-me your
I promise you that I, shall employ plenty •of-cempe!
tint help, so that I. GI; one of my deputies, will call on you that you'inal
have an opportunity in helping me get your -property assessed 4L*
.weleonsider a fair valuation.
.

I.

Sincerely
CLAUDE -ANDX/(SON: •

..1....sii
-,rm•o•••••••••
•
•••
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.Consider - TOW-Omfort

lans Being Made
For July Fourth
Fete al Pine Bluff

THURSDAY, JUNE 12, 1941

-1

*TROOP NO. *

Murray
Scout
News
Rosa wimr, ii. lc

-

I BRING YOUR SELLING AND
BUYING PROBLEMS TO THE

Classified Ad

, •
"Plaris are being made to have
•
the best Nib,- 'Fourth celebration
f ddlylloona
noa
f I a:ewe have ever hid at Pine Bluff”.
rgs;
a
be made
on all
ad not
beehrorgee.1025e
a..
were - the words of Collie and
is cool in our- store these hot Days!
Lowell Steele. spiinsers of the annual event at Calloway County's
only playground center.
Much merchandise selling at less than reMonday night, May 28, members
We are going to have present
on that day the best groups of of Boy Scout Troop No. 43 of.
placement prices. Buy now and save.
radio-fame artists that eanrbe r- Murray spent their practical test FOR SALE: ;arm at Bargain! 1701 The Ledger di Times is author- FOR RENT: 2-room first floor NOTICE: All perapns interested in
etired to entertain the_craseCIAlur- 'Period in tying numerous bandagea acres.2 miles /forth of college cam- hied .to announce the fallowing furnished apartment to couple. the estate of C. T. Plendrick, deceas--.
pus well improved. Known
Come in every time you are in town.•., , ing the entire day." Mr. Steele in complete darkness to improve C- W. Drinkard home place.as the candidates, subject to the action Modern. See Mrs. Minnie Doran, ed. will take notice that I have filed
Price of the Democratic primary, Satur.r 1813 W. Main.
their First Aid work in case_,,ef.
said
in the Calloway County Court rot -Pine Bluff, located about 12 miles an emergency. Their work was redueed- from S10.000 to $8,750 for day. August 2, 1941:
final settlement as administratriz,
east of Murray. is one of the best inspected by Scoutmaster Ralph quick sale. See J D Hamilton,
and asked to be discharged as such.
Murray. -phone 440J, or see Mr.
F011 CITY JUDGE
picnic spots in this part of the Wear and timed by
Assistant Eirtrrkarch at
June 9, 1941 Mary HendilcN<
This
I wish to buy used Superfex Oil
FOR
RENT-Furnished
garage'
ETHAN IRVAN
the farm.
Jul9p
country Huge trees form a canopy Scoutmaster Everet Jones.
apartment,
furnace
heat also furn- Adnut. of C. gr. Hendrick, deceased
P.
F.
WATERFIELD
Different phases of Scout work
of delightful shade and the TenBurner Refrigerators.
ished efficiency apartment. 'see
ltp
J. H. COLEMAN
nessee furnishes plenty of enjoy- will be carried out during the next FOR SALE: if interested in electric
Mrs. .1. D. Rowlett, 711 W. Main
stove
or
•
refrigerator,
see
me
bement for water sports of all kinds. few iveeks under "black out" conSt. Phone 157-W.
tic
Watch this paper for complete ditions. Judging of time and dis- fore buying Have $15 ticket, apply
UNEXPECTED CHANGE makes
and detailed announcement of the tance: all First skid treatment. in- on either, one-half price. See Mrs.
I am considering announcing for RepreFOR WAIF,
FOR RENT: 3-room furnished a- available fine Rawletgh Route in
July Fourth celebration at Pine cluding transpertation of patients Versi Rogers, 205 So. 6th St., or
L.
ROBERTSON
Trigg County. Good business sesentative and will decide soon. If there is
ltp
partment, 2 blocks from square.
Bluff.
will be the wak of the troop. "Be Peoples Savings Bank.
CHARLIE ADAMS
in this district for several
electric stove 'andrefrigerator, hot cured
prepared
for
WENDELL
whatever
M.
happens
to
FOR
years Exceptional opportunity for
SALE:
PATTERSON
1936
Chevrolet 2-door
not sufficient demand, I would not want
water,
private
bath,
private
enour United States." is the slogan sedan, a real buy 1936 Ford tudor,
CARL B. KINGINS
the right-man. See Dealer Marion
trances front and rear. See H. E. Bennett,
_ drilla?!
the Murray grout
/Istey. Ky., or write Rawonly 21 000 miles, clean as
Wall, 400 S. 4th, Phone 328J.
Ito
Leigh's. Dept. KIT-181-201A, Freea whistle 1936 Ford fordor DeLuxe
ed Lemcusa. ;tett before IMIVOVITtg in tine shape 1436 Pontiac 2-door
port, is. • •
. - — J12-19-28-Jy3
FOR JAILER
FREE MOVIES: By presenting this
to his new home hi Harrisburg. III..
DeLuxe sedan Better see these
PRENTIS W. HART
coupon at the box-office of. the
sat ainirdeet •hi* .Star Badge- Ted cars early as they are priced to
Russell Baldree
NOSY T. WEST
-Varsity Theatre: Saturday. Rudy
it -a Verif•tieffire meinber of sell quickly Studebaker Sales and
ningham, state highway patrolmen,
R. H. IR0131 LAMB
Hendon, Route 3, Hazel, will reService.
the
Murray
103
E.
troop
Main,
andPhone
with
it
is
409,
found Highway 94 at the edge of
JOHN
R.
HUTCHENS
_
ceive two free passes to see "The
the city slightly congested when a regrei that we. Jose him from our Murray.
CHARLIE
G.
JONES
,People
vs-. Dr. Kildare," compli- STREAMLINED 1941 WRECKER
-white man and a colored man organization. SERVICE. New equipment. 24JIM McDANIEL
FilO
rR
eo,S
, ALE:
uo N A beautiful building
ments of the Ledger & Times.
could not navigate it-walking- John Daniel 'Lott and Dickie lot, well located. See
hour, fast, dependable Wrecker
EDD C. RICKMAN
Mrs. K P. •
both being under the influence of Hood are pushing forward in an
Service.
Charges reasonable. Day
• .Wm. H. "JAKE" DUNE_
It RENT: Unfurnished 4-room
wat.ph0aniLe
spirits that would not permit them effort to reach the goal. of Eagle'
phone 97, Night phor* 548-W.
cottage,
hot
water,
2
Scouts
blocks
and
from
are
steadily
increascontinuing in a straight line. After
HELM'S REDUCED SUMMER
square. See H. K. Wall. 400 &lath, Porter Motor Co, Chevrolet Sales
an **Alphonse and Gaston" in the ing their number of merit badges. PRICES. Heavies 98.45 up. OfficialIt .
Phone 328.1.
1 tc and Service.
tly received his merit ly pullorurn tested. Government
FOR MAGISTRATE
middle of the highway. the Iwo are Dickie
.
several of his approved. Our champion hen laid
Concord District
resting their tired legs as guests of badge .
FOR RENT: 8. room house. close'in.
J W STUBBLEFIELD
Calloway County. charged with merit bedew • along with his Life 175 points past 181 days. Hatching
Apply to Reuble Wear, Ea N. 5th STANDARD CLEANING it Boone
drunkeness on a public highway,
laliwray District
all year. Helpful bulletins.
St. '
Pd Cleaners. Plain garments 'in lots •
_ Scouls_.Tom...Madmat.. John• Mac Hatchery. Paducah. Ky.
-W. H. BROACH
of their little jaunt
lalt
. a result
of two or more 30c each; single
•
Castar,2,iny tart • Roberson. jaw
E L. HOUSDEN
FOR RENT: House and lot on
_garments 3$c cash every day • _
FREE
MOVIES:
By
pfesenting
wad
St.
""Viradesbera
Now
vacant.
District
just
See
Iraleittine
Mrs. W. . Phone 234, South Side Square. tie
tly took their final eirarnina. coupon at the box office of the
•"--Earef,--417 S. 8th St.
R. L. ELLISON
ltp
Saturday .or SunW C. RODIESQN
of The Capitol
SPECIAL tor *3days: 3 quilts _
aly.."Robert
Craig. 'Route 3, Hazel,
American Red Cross.. Within a
Swann District
laundered for 50c. We'also do hope
few days 'they will receive notice will receive two free passes to see
GEORGE W JONES
laundry five days a week: every
"Back in the Saddle."- compliBrinkley District
week. See Mrs. C. E. Armstrong,
City Clerk Charles Grogan an- of the outcorne of their final tgals. ments of the Ledger & Times.
B H "HARVEY" DIXON
- nounced today that all spy. auto,
Phone
831.
ltp
Oak
OPAL
HOUSDEN
Mrs tweak Prince. of Moorfhead_.FOR SALE: 20 brood sows, feeding.
privilege and occupatiorTal taxes.
Timber suitable for making flour.
Liberty
District
which were due on May 15, will Ky is the .house guest this week shoat and slop
'
,pigs. See D D
bon
Staves.
Will
buy
stencil
CLARENVE McDANIEL
NOTICE . . .
carry a penalty of 10 per cent be- of Mrs. John W. Carr,
Scott. Sedalia, Ky,
6-I2-p
Umber in large or small boun
ginning Monday. June 18.
The Rev. isni$ Mrs. Leon A Hararies.
Also
highest
cash
price Starting Saturday, June 14,
All who haven't cared for this ing announce -the birth of a daugh- FOR SALE-Good as new 1938
COUNTY JUDGE
-^ paid /or White Oak Stave and• the Murray Lumber Co. and
matter are urged to do so at once ter, Margaret Madeline, born June and 1939 Chevrolet and Ford
J. R. SCOTT
Heading bolts delivered at our the Calloway County Lumand save additional costs
3. in Chicago. Mr. Harifig is pastor cars. All models and prices W.
C. A. HALE ,
Mill at Paris, Tennessee. Tele- ber Co. will close their yards.
C. Butterworth Used Car Lot, next
of the Presbyterian Chuç
GARLAND NEALE .
plums.
No. 438. P. 0.--Bint 94. and offices at 12 noon each
to Gilbert Funeral Home, S 5th
-it nave to -reed our claminedt.
Murray.
GRAHAM DENHAM
B. C. KILGORE CO.
JI2P Saturdarduriffirilse INSMIner
St. Murray. •
tfc
•
-COU-WPF
—
17ELUXE--CTeiniing 35 cents cash
RUSSE4.1r.
CELIA HART CRAWFORD
plain. Winter garments deluxe
LURIE THURMOND
cleaned, moth proof bags, 45
for SUMMER,ENJOYMENT
cents. Paschall Cleaners, Phone
COUNTY
ATTORNEY
87.
All-metal enamel CHAIR —
J 12p
ACCOUNT
NAT RYAN HUGHES
•
Special, while they
R
HALL
HOOD
•
AININ H. KOPPERUD
last
$1.98
KEY STONE

It

PH
55 clocuPntElltngWchaO
ONEm.
For Sale

A n; nouncement

•

For Rent

Notices

Services Offered

s

—777. O.-TURNER

for

PHONE 55

State Patrolmen
Arrest 2 Drunks -

itellsother
with it.
..
-

WITH A LONG RECORD OF
S QUICK SALES SUCCESSES —

1

1

1

1

Min In Race
Judge 741-12-es,Cent
OrTi

MO

'Wanted
ihurliazo-wiiii;

+mod,

Otitdoor Furniture

.SAVINGS
is the

Clarence
McDaniel To
•
Run For Magistrate;
Liberty District

SUCtASS

When. assisting business -4iw
givillit_Wrecon-atar
bank never loses-sight of the
fact that it is a service organization for the benefit of the
entire community . . . customers big or little.

H.+

TO flIE VOTERS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY:

,
_

•
FOR SALE-Wallis' Bean Beetle
To' the voters of the Liberty Killer, guaranteed.,
iftightterial District.
1-2 gallon of ready
T
..thiS_Method of announcing _ Wallis & Son. Murray. —tic
my candidacy for Milistrate of the
Liberty District, subject to the ac- FOR SALE: Mowing machine in
tion of the_PetIllgratic primary on good condition. cheap. See Mrs.
Lena Robinson, 503 Olive St. ltp
August 2, LSI.
In making my announcement
there are some things I would like OR SALE: 94 acre farm. 3 miles
north of Folaomdale on U S 45.
to call your attention to which
would favor I have no official rec- Plenty of good buildingsa, See .1
ord. as I have never held any pub- H._Alexander. Route 2, Boaz, Ky
19-p
lic- office
I proinise the voters, if elected. FOR SALE: Used washing mathat I will use the same economy chines, electric and gasoline Earys,
In handling the taxpayers' money Kenmore% Faultless.
Apex. Haag.
that I use in my personal business. and ABC -Prices are right. Come
in
I believe in an equal distribution and see therri M. G.
Richardson
oj the county's road fund to the & Co.. Murray Auto Parts
Co. p
various districts, t think ,the district's money should be distributed
over the district as near equal as
possible.
The modern bathroom
I believe in better ciiiiiches.
schools. and roads, and will enis a necessity in today's
deavor to make Calloway County
a. better plaee -in which to live.
living
. . . and anotb4M
I am making the race on my
awn-merits. lam not being run by
in the home
any one. or --frot
-i-p that iiinecis
special- favor. _I think the people
d
un each road is entitled to what
bridge work is to be done on the
road, provided they will do it at a
reasonable price
I solicit your vote and influence
Respectfully yours.
CLARZNCE O'DANIEL.

-

Peoples Savings Ba

•
have -been iertinli the people of the Swann Magisterial District
for the last four years ag- their sdectivse representative in the .Calloway
. County Fiscal.CoUri. In this capacity I have been able to acquaint myself with the problems which come before a count, judge. and in so
doing have- become IA-interested In the affairs _of-your county's chief
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
------Nctietex officer- that TuiTre .caricluded to make the race for Calloway
. County Judge.. Subject-to the 'action of the Denioeiitic primary election
Your Money Is SAFE When
August 2. MI.
• .
•
This -decision was rrade only after numerous people from over the
You Deposit It With Us
entire County had expressed a desire for' me to make this race. Not
•
, only the people of my horf.e magisterial district -have expressed the desire but citizens from over the whole county wish me to. represent the
' entire •county with a similar record that has been made In the Swann
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP
Magisterial District.
•
•
• The people of Swann Dieittict....all of them. have unRed with me In
the task of bbinkering the aret"with first class roads. They have labored
by • their_ hands without compensation in many cases end with personal
- financial, aid:toward- the goat They have helped me in a never-ending
effort to -secure every available dollar and_ everY available piece of ma.
•
Chinery-from the state. _federal and county sources toward the goal of a
-topnotch rosa-systeni in Swann Magisterial District With the help of
. Swarm's people arid financial assistagg....we-lurve built 70 wiles of good
rood/tin literann District.
ea.
to the peOPle of roy hone
dIsteicTlintrt--IaRli Chef help, NEMO& it.
•
. •
, War theTtime has coma fall' me tit seek an office whicheslls for ma
tnetrialte pledaes toward the Welfare of Calloway County-aa a whole.
• slid I promise the • pebple Of this eountx:That riM4tsd to • wprli, Juin el
flifIlirtrity %worst? -a c-omPlete friarreyeteni ihrOughdlit
ftianty as .I
'
,have in -Swami's District ist the-past. •
:Calloway County is my native home. I was born shd reared on the
-west tide: of Calrhaviry County where t now reside. In addition. to farm. -ing.-1 have devoted many'years of my life toward Supervisory work for
a4arorninont life insurance eornpany„I have retired from the insuranee
business and am now giving-eLl of my time toward farming atiitAn_a_•____
servini the people of this county -as a l*i_aistrato_I-beint always offered
my seinices toward_ths-hetterment of *tenors and on one occasion served as chairman
-of the-Hog and Corn program committee for this county.
Should you eltet me as your County Judge. I assure the people of
'this County that 1 will offer every aid.lioward a program which will
give to this county a safe, sanitary, and respectable county Jail. In addition. I intend. to give honorable justice to every citizen which may
.coniabefore me for decisions, and to administer the financial affairs of
GOES ON JUNE
this (-minty With all of -the equality that is hurnanly primitilw- rtritt at, tempt to„lind ways and- means to reduce this eounty's hemry Indebted.
'was which drains heavily upon our limited resources _I will attempt
to find the most inteiliaent and just men and women to serve. upon *Eli
portant committees such as the budget committeeoanti -the tax equalization board. In short. I not'only Intend to so live as to preserve the dignity of the_Callovray--f-ount y Fiscal Couniy and QuadslesiS," Courts and
To jeVe effort,. hat • will render material service an bent,
. its to this
countr_butio also,a-seo?late myselL,with assistants whamust do likewise.
I shall always feel charitable toward any suggestion from any per'ion, and upon .these suggestions I expect to set my course should the
citirea-or-this county elect me to the office of County Judge. I will
peeve the people of this county in the manner which they shall determine.
May-I thank every person of this 'county who May take the opportunity of speaking a pleasant tvord•for- me .and for any help they may
give to me in this campaign_ I intend to speak with every or of you
"'during this campaign and should I bq unable
lly ask for
pouf vote. I•-asitire you that it will not
an o
ight but an unintended lack of time to see your • •
Sincerely
.

-•

alr

•

CITY, AUTO, PRIVILEGE AND OCCUPATIONAL
TAXES WERE DUE ON MAY 15; 1941 ...
•

. A PENALTY

or 10%

_
Ask us to show you the
new beautiful. -stream'lined fixtures
a
- ided
for, your comfort- 'lilt
convenience ... priced
"to, suit your pocketbook
and taste.
WE

ARE AGENTS

FOR KOHLER

16, 1941

FIXTURES

Pay Now

•
"
..11,

GLIDERS — Covered in
washable
leatherette
$24.5°

'CRASS
FOR NIMilt CO.
North dith Si TWO

ST Olt

•••••••••L

•••••-=••••1...1•1•1.

0..
WOODS

and Save Additional Cost

*1

By Order Of
CITY COUNCIL

PLUMBER
,11007
.- Phones — 105-.1

3 &Wilk 3rd St.

-ONO- ••••••

•••••

MOM

WHEN YOU
WANT A _ -LOAN.-DEAL WITH A
FRIENDLY
=-BANK!

BATHROOM

of Murray

=

DECK CMAD141_,$1,_

BUILD A NEW

TAXPAYERS
of

Latest model Porch CHAIRS
—made of tubular
steel, a bargain
52.25

''-

•
,O•

•-• -

For Sale

• „7"
-Wrir -

"A-hIlow can't be prepared for everythigaVthatt might happen, so it's mighty
easy to get 'caught short'. But when that
happens, go to the Bank of Murray right
away. Get the money you need and get
--out of the rut! Folks at the Bank of Murray will understand your problems and
do everything to help you."

•
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Bath of Murray.
"Big enough to take care of you — small
enough to be aware of you"

GRAHAM DENILUlt.

,
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